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Symbols

α thermal expansion coefficient [K-1]
Γ Gamma point
ϵσ33 permittivity in polarization direction at constant stress

[C/(V m)]
λ scale of sublattice displacement
Φ interatomic force constant
ρ density [kg/m3]
ω phonon frequency [cm-1]
Ω primitive-cell volume
A surface area [m2]
c elastic constant [N m-2]
cE volume specific heat [J/(kg K)]
cp specific heat capacity [J/K]
d piezoelectric coefficient [µC N-1]
Dq dynamical matrix
E energy [kJ/mol]
ip pyroelectric current [A]
k electron wavevector
k electrothermal coupling factor
q phonon wavevector
Q normal mode amplitude [amu(1/2) Å]
Q pyroelectric charge [C]
p pyroelectric coefficient [µC m-2 K-1]
Ps spontaneous polarization [µC m-2]
T temperature [K]
Tc ferroelectric Curie temperature [K]
t time [s]
u atomic displacement
Z∗ Born effective charge
Z formula unit



Abbreviations

AIMD ab initio molecular dynamics
ALD atomic layer deposition
BNT-BT bismuth sodium titanate-barium titanate
BTO barium titanate
DFPT density-functional perturbation theory
DFT density-functional theory
GGA generalized gradient approach
IR infrared
KNN potassium sodium niobate
LDA local density approximation
LO longitudinal optical
MD molecular dynamics
PBE Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof exchange-correlation functional
PBE0 PBE functional with 25 % Hartree-Fock exchange energy
PHT lead hafnate-titanate
PMN-PT lead magnesium niobate–lead titanate
PVDF polyvinylidene difluoride
PZT lead zirconium titanate
QE Quantum Espresso
QHA quasi-harmonic approximation
SBN strontium-barium niobate
SCPH self-consistent phonon (calculation)
STO strontium titanate
SVP split-valence polarization
TGS triglycine sulphate
TO transverse optical
TZVP valence triple-zeta polarization
USPP ultrasoft pseudopotential
XRD X-ray diffaction
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Pyroelectricity is a phenomenon that has intrigued mankind for centuries [1]. How-
ever, the full scope of its applications has risen to broader consciousness only dur-
ing the past half a century. Traditional applications include various detectors and
sensors, but in the recent decades advances have been made in implementing py-
roelectric devices and materials in entirely new ascending fields, such as in energy
harvesting [2], pollution control [3], or catalysis [4, 5]. Novel devices based on
pyroelectricity could thus be a part in solving the great challenges of our time
such as the climate change and finding alternate energy sources. Despite of the
strong promise in pyroelectricity, the theoretical understanding behind the phe-
nomenon at the atomistic scale still remains largely ambiguous. Only a handful of
first-principles modelling articles exist [6–8]. Novel modelling studies and methods
are thus very much needed to guide both experimental search for new pyroelectric
materials and to help in understanding of the atomistic scale phenomena from
which the macroscopic effect arises.

The aim of this thesis is to study pyroelectricity with state-of-the-art first-
principles quantum chemical methods. Self-consistent phonon calculations are
used to implement a temperature correction in the quantum chemical calculations
with the use of finite temperature anharmonic phonon distributions and associ-
ated phonon eigenvectors. For this thesis, the first prototypical system of choice
is tetragonal BaTiO3, a well-known and extensively studied pyroelectric and fer-
roelectric at room temperature. The new methodology is used to create displace-
ments at desired temperatures and to evaluate the spontaneous polarizations at
finite temperatures and contributions by individual phonon modes for tetragonal
BaTiO3. The final results of the throughout investigation are the primary pyro-
electric coefficients.

In Chapter 2 the theory, applications, and materials relevant to pyroelectric-
ity are introduced. The focus is on ferroelectric materials with a strong focus on
perovskites such as the prototype system BaTiO3, the system chosen for further
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

investigation in the experimental part. Applications of pyroelectricity are espe-
cially reviewed from the viewpoint of recent advances in the field, and taking into
account their potential in energy harvesting, catalysis, and green chemistry.

Chapter 3 introduces in-depth the physical theory behind the computational
implementation of the experimental part. Firstly, the physics of phonons are
introduced, distinguishing between phonon harmonicity and anharmonicity. The
modern theory of polarization is introduced. Likewise, the quantum mechanical
theory of pyroelectricity is discussed.

Computational methodology is introduced in Chapter 4, backed by a review of
previous computational work on ferroelectrics, spontaneous polarization and py-
roelectricity itself. The computational packages, tools, and parameters employed
are presented in Chapter 5. The results of the experimental part in Chapter 6
firstly detail the approach used to obtain the higher order force constants, run
the self-consistent phonon calculations, and obtain the finite-temperature phonon
modes. Subsequently, the novel approach to obtain spontaneous polarization and
pyroelectric coefficients at finite temperatures is detailed. The thesis is also com-
plemented with a study of the phonon dispersions and energetics of BaTiO3 and
SrTiO3 with DFT-PBE0 method using the Phonopy package by Togo [9], including
discussion on the hypothetical 0 K temperature SrTiO3 structure.



Chapter 2

Pyroelectricity

2.1 Pyroelectric effect

2.1.1 A brief history

The effect that centuries later would gain the name pyroelectricity was likely first
described by ancient Greek philosopher Theophrastus in the 4th Century BC,
who noted that a stone called lyngourion, the boron silicate mineral tourmaline,
attracted straws and small bits of wood [1]. Centuries later the effect was rediscov-
ered and in tourmaline in early 18th century Europe and described in a scientific
publication by Lemery and later Linnaeus, the latter happening to be the first to
discover the connection of this effect with electricity. However, only in the 19th
century would Brewster give it the term pyroelectricity [10], linking the Greek
word for fire and heat pyr with electricity. Study of pyroelectricity intensified to-
wards the end of the century, with the Lord Kelvin contributing to its theoretical
treatment and Jacques and Pierre Curie discovering the related piezoelectric effect
during their studies on the causes of pyroelectricity [1].

In the early 20th century studies of pyroelectricity in Rochelle salt, or potas-
sium sodium tartrate, by Valasek resulted in the discovery of ferroelectricity, but
academic interest in the effect diminished. The proposal by Ta in 1938 that tour-
maline crystals could be used as infrared sensors due to the pyroelectric effect
increased interest in pyroelectric materials research. Pyroelectrics were studied
extensively during World War II in the US, UK, and Germany for their appli-
cation as infrared heat detectors [1]. Many of those documents remain hard to
find and classified, and first detailed analysis of a novel pyroelectric material for
detectors, barium titanate BaTiO3, in a scientific journal was written by Cooper
only in 1962 [11]. The first review of pyroelectric imaging followed quickly in 1968
[12], citing tourmaline, Rochelle salt, barium titanate and triglycine sulphate as
notable pyroelectric materials. The scientific interest in pyroelectricity led to a

3



CHAPTER 2. PYROELECTRICITY 4

sharp rise in publications on pyroelectricity, with thousands of articles released by
1990s, and soon other potential applications such as radiometers on space probes
[13] started to arise in addition to conventional thermal sensors and imaging.

2.1.2 Definition of pyroelectricity

Pyroelectrics are polar materials exhibiting a spontaneous polarization Ps when
an externally applied electric field is not present [14]. Spontaneous polarization Ps

is defined as the dipole moment per unit volume of the material in question. The
contributions from the dipole moments of each unit cell add up and can be physi-
cally observed as a charge on the surface of the material, attracting free charges.
As the ambient temperature increases, the spontaneous polarization decreases as
dipoles reorient due to thermal vibration. The reverse is also true, as when a
pyroelectric material cools the dipoles reorient in the same directions.

If the material is now placed between two electrodes connected to each other
in a closed circuit, there will be an electric current flowing between the two polar
surfaces of the material balancing the charges and the electric potential created
as temperature increases. The direction of the electric current is reversed if the
temperature decreases. At a constant temperature no current is observed, as the
level of spontaneous polarization stays constant. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: A closed circuit around a pyroelectric material under an increasing
temperature (left) and a constant temperature (right).

The pyroelectric effect thus depends on the relation of the change in the sponta-
neous polarization Ps (µC m-2) and change in temperature T (K). This relationship
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is defined as the pyroelectric coefficient, a vector quantity, p (µC m-2 K-1) (Equa-
tion 2.1 [14, 15]), a typical measure of the magnitude of the pyroelectric effect in
a material:

pi =
dPs,i

dT
(2.1)

where i = x, y, z.
However, this only constitutes the primary pyroelectric effect, which depends

simply on the change of temperature and spontaneous polarization. The macro-
scopic phenomenon is also affected by the contributions of the secondary [14, 16]
and tertiary [16, 17] pyroelectric effects, which have their own coefficients. These
effects are however not truly pyroelectric but rather piezoelectric in nature, as they
depend on mechanical stress and strain induced by the temperature change. In the
secondary effect thermal expansion of the material under a change in temperature
causes a strain. The tertiary effect occurs due to the uneven heating of the py-
roelectric material, and the resulting temperature gradients generate shear stress
that couples with the piezoelectric shear coefficient to give a pyroelectric output.
Typically this effect is however rather negligible and often only the first two are
considered [16].

The total effect under constant strain pσ (µC m-2 K-1) can be written as the
sum of the primary pyroelectric coefficient px (µC m-2 K-1) and the constant stress
secondary contribution as Equation 2.2 [15, 16] using tensor notation:

pσ = px + dijcijαi (2.2)

where dij (µC N-1) are the piezoelectric coefficients, cij (N m-2) the elastic
constants and the α (K-1) the thermal expansion coefficient. Here the term dijcijαi

(µC m-2 K-1) is the secondary pyroelectric coefficient. Typically the value of the
secondary effect is small especially for ferroelectrics [16], but for other material
types it can make a strong contribution to the overall pyroelectric coefficient. For
example in non-ferroelectric tourmaline the secondary pyroelectric coefficient is
larger than the primary one.

A converse pyroelectric effect is called the electrocaloric effect [18]. The full
microscopic phenomenon behind the little researched effect is still not fully under-
stood, but at the macroscopic scale it can be explained as an entropy exchange
between the dipolar and thermal entropy subsystem. A change in the electric field
causes a change in the dipolar state resulting in a change of the temperature of
the material. While it is relevant for applications in for example cooling, the effect
itself will not be discussed in further detail in the scope of this work.

The quantum mechanical explanation of pyroelectricity is discussed in detail
in Chapter 3.
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2.1.3 Non-centrosymmetric crystal systems

Pyroelectricity is limited to materials that fulfill certain symmetry conditions. In
fact, not only pyroelectricity, but the related phenomena piezoelectricity and fer-
roelectricity can only be found in materials fulfilling a symmetry rule, namely that
they must not have a center of symmetry also called an inversion center. Crystal
classes possessing an inversion center are called centrosymmetric crystal classes,
while those lacking one are called non-centrosymmetric crystal classes [15]. Non-
centrosymmetric materials can further be divided to polar and non-polar materials.
The polar crystal classes possess a dipole moment that is different at each end of
the polar axis of the crystal. Polar crystal classes correspond with pyroelectric
crystal classes. Pyroelectric crystal classes exist in all crystal systems save for the
cubic system. There are in total ten pyroelectric point groups, given here in the
Hermann-Mauguin notation: 1 (triclinic), 2, m (monoclinic), mm2 (orthorhom-
bic), 4, 4mm (tetragonal), 3, 3m (trigonal), and 6, 6mm (hexagonal) [15]. In the
triclinic case the direction of the pyroelectric coefficient p is not constrained by the
symmetry of the crystal, but in the monoclinic groups 2 and m the vector must lie
along the mirror plane or parallel to the diad axis, respectively [16]. For the other
point groups, p must be along the unique crystallographic axis. All of the pyro-
electric crystal classes are also piezoelectric, like all of the non-centrosymmetric
crystal classes, save for one. Classification of non-centrosymmetric crystal classes
is illustrated Figure 2.2.

Piezoelectricity is a physical property consisting of two effects, the direct effect
and the converse effect. In the direct piezoelectric effect electric polarization is
induced by mechanical stress and in the converse effect mechanical deformation
or strain occurs due to an external electric field. Both pyroelectricity and piezo-
electricity are phenomena that are thermodynamically reversible, as the thermal,
electrical and mechanical properties of a crystal are all related to each other [15].
This means that they can be described using a thermodynamic equilibrium state
as a reference. In the direct and converse piezoelectric effects the stress and strain
are connected to the displacement and electrical field, while in pyroelectric effect
the temperature is connected with displacement and the electric field. As these
properties are induced by a state of imbalance, they are fundamentally different
from transport properties such as conductivity or the thermoelectric effect, which
are irreversible.

Ferroelectrics are a subgroup of pyroelectric polar crystal classes [20]. In these
materials the orientation, and sign, of the spontaneous polarization Ps, is reversible
by a strong enough external electric field. However, ferroelectrics cannot be clas-
sified as readily via symmetry constraints and categorized by point groups as the
pyroelectrics or piezoelectrics. Ferroelectric materials typically exhibit a phase
transition temperature, Curie temperature Tc above which they are paraelectric.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of non-centrosymmetric crystal classes and their subdi-
visions. Point groups given in the Schoenflies and Hermann-Mauguin notations.
From [19].

This often corresponds with a transition to a centrosymmetric crystal structure,
removing pyroelectricity. Ferroelectrics are highly relevant for pyroelectrics, as
in general these materials generally exhibit stronger pyroelectricity. Likewise the
spontaneous polarization going to zero at the Curie temperature is of great inter-
est for applications, as at this point the pyroelectric coefficient is at its highest
[2]. The polarization diminishing with increasing temperature also means that the
primary coefficient of a ferroelectric is typically negative.

2.1.4 Pyroelectric measurements

The actual physical measurements needed to evaluate the pyroelectric coefficient
of a material are relatively complex [21, 22]. Measuring the primary pyroelec-
tric effect on its own is rather difficult, but the process is eased as the secondary
effect can be calculated from the material-specific values of the thermal expan-
sion coefficient, elastic stiffness and piezoelectric strain constant, as illustrated in
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Equation 2.2. The primary effect can also be measured directly if the sample is
not allowed to deform by rigidly clamping the material under constant strain [21].
There are three main approaches towards measuring the pyroelectric effect. These
are measuring the direct polarization and dielectric constant at two or more tem-
peratures, the measurement of pyroelectric current under continuous temperature
ramping, and measuring the current induced by a periodic temperature change
[22]. The first method is also known as the pyroelectric charge method, referring
to the polarization, while the two latter ones constitute the pyroelectric current
methods [21]. For ferroelectrics the pyroelectric coefficient can be measured as the
temperarature dependence of remanent polarization with the Sawyer-Tower loop
[23].

The above mentioned techniques are designed to measure bulk samples. As
thin films on a substrate are typical for many pyroelectric applications, measure-
ment techniques for them are also needed. There are two main approaches [22]:
heating and cooling the substrate and film as one or a technique depending on
a modulation frequency higher than the reciprocal of the thermal diffusion, thus
rendering the pyroelectric response as only depending on the property of the film.
The former allows the use of any bulk material technique, while the latter requires
that the thermal properties of the film are known beforehand. For self-supported
films, or membranes, two techniques are available [22], either illuminating a small
geometrical area to generate pyroelectric current or uniformly illuminating the
sample. Polymer pyroelectric samples can be measured using the bulk techniques
if the sample can be heated homogeneously [22].

Further methods of obtaining the pyroelectric coefficient include measuring the
electrocaloric effect in an indirect approach, measuring the flatband-voltage shift
for wurtzite structure type semiconductors, and measuring the surface potential
with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) [24].

2.2 Common pyroelectric materials

An overview of properties of the main pyroelectric materials of interest as discussed
in this section is presented in Table 2.1.

2.2.1 Wurtzite-structured pyroelectrics

While pyroelectrics adopting the wurtzite structure are not ferroelectrics, they are
still of interest for various applications in thin films or nanostructures. Typically,
these structures also exhibit higher thermal conductivities than other pyroelectrics,
enhancing a more rapid change in temperature [2]. They also tend to have higher
thermal stability and do not lose the pyroelectricity upon a phase transition at
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Table 2.1: Classification and properties of some main pyroelectric materials of
interest. The primary and secondary coefficients are in parenthesis, if available.
The Tc value is given, if the material is ferroelectric, and the value is known. SC
stands for single-crystal. N/A indicates a ferroelectric material, for which the Tc

value has not been reported
Material Structure Ps (µC m-2 K-1) Tc (K) Ref.
ZnO wurtzite -9.4 (-6.9, -2.5) - [2]
ZnS wurtzite 0.43 - [25]
AlN wurtzite 6-8 - [2]
GaN wurtzite -4.8 - [2]
BaTiO3 perovskite -200 (-260, 60) 393 [2]
PZT perovskite -380 473 [2]
PHT perovskite -160 N/A [26]
PLZT perovskite -150 389 [27]
PMN-0.25PT (SC) perovskite -1790 394 [2]
PMN-0.25PT perovskite -746 N/A [2]
Mn:BNT (SC) perovskite -588 N/A [2]
KNLNT perovskite -165 N/A [2]
KNLNTS perovskite -190 N/A [2]
BNKBT perovskite -325 N/A [2]
BNKLBT perovskite -360 N/A [2]
LiTaO3 LiTaO3 -176 (-175, -1) 938 [2, 25]
LiNbO3 LiTaO3 -83 (-95.9, +12.9) 1483 [2]
SBN-50 W-oxide bronze -550 398 [2]
TGS salt -280 (60, -330) 322 [2]
NaNO2 salt -40 437 [2]
PVDF polymer -27 (-14, -13) 353 [2]
P(VDF-TrFE) (1:1) polymer -40 322 [2]
Pb5Ge3O11 Pb5Ge3O11 -220 453 [28]
La:Pb5Ge3O11 Pb5Ge3O11 -121 433 [28]
Si:HfO2 thin film up to -1442 various [29, 30]
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Tc. The hexagonal structure belongs to space group P63mc and is named after
the wurtzite mineral, one of the naturally occurring polymorphs of ZnS [31]. The
wurtzite structure of another zinc compound, ZnO is presented in Figure 2.3. The
group of compounds with cadmium, zinc, or beryllium with oxygen and sulphur
is also commonly referred to as the 12-16 semiconductor compounds, but these
can also crystallize in the zinc blende structure. Many of the 13-15 semiconductor
compounds also adopt the wurtzite structure, such as aluminium nitride or gallium
nitride.

Figure 2.3: Crystal structure of wurtzite type ZnO. Zn atoms in grey, O atoms in
red. The spontaneous polarization along the polar c axis is illustrated with the
red arrow.

Pyroelectricity of wurtzite-structured ZnO and ZnS has been known for decades,
but applications have only started to arise lately with increased use of the nanos-
tructures that they can be used for [32, 33]. Examples include nanowires of ZnO
[34] and a co-precipitation route to ZnS nanoparticles [35]. In addition the zinc
compounds have a clear advantage over the toxic cadmium compound CdS [36].
Li-doped CdS has been shown to exhibit enhanced pyroelectricity over the pure
compound [37]. Nanostructured ZnO and CdS can be used in heterojunctions with
SnS for applications in detectors [38]. BeO is also a known pyroelectric and has
recently been grown in thin film form with atomic layer deposition (ALD), giv-
ing promise to new applications taking advantage of the atomic scale structures
accessible with ALD [39, 40].

Group 13 nitrides GaN, AlN, and InN have been shown to exhibit pyroelectric-
ity both theoretically and experimentally [41–43]. The structures are a well-known
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and studied class of semiconductors used in multiple devices, and various synthesis
methods and tools for property tailoring are known [44]. Ternary compounds and
heterostructures of these nitrides have been studied for the effects of strain and
composition on the polarization and pyroelectric properties [43].

2.2.2 Perovskite-structured pyroelectrics

Perovskites are a large group of mixed oxide compounds, named after the high-
temperature structure of the prototypical cubic mineral calcium titanate CaTiO3

(Pm3m). The perovskite structures comprise of a network of corner-sharing oxy-
gen octahedra BO6 around the B cation. The A cation is twelve-fold coordinated
with the oxygen atoms as a cuboctahedron. Due to size differences of various
cations, the structure is often distorted, reducing symmetry from the ideal cu-
bic centrosymmetricity to non-centrosymmetric rhombohedral, tetragonal, or or-
thorhombic. This is manifested in barium titanate BaTiO3 which has all four
polymorphs, albeit each at a different temperature range. In this chapter a num-
ber of mixed-oxide compounds and solid solutions based on perovskites will be
discussed, even as in some cases the resulting structures might be quite far away
from the ideal cubic perovskite.

It should be stressed here that the ideal cubic perovskite structure is in fact
not pyroelectric. However, recently defect migration has been found to induce
a phase transition in cubic strontium titanate SrTiO3 reducing its symmetry to
tetragonal P4mm with the resulting structure exhibiting pyroelectricity [45]. The
prototypical cubic perovskite structure of high-temperature BaTiO3 (Pm3m) along
with the distorted tetragonal room-temperature structure (P4mm) are illustrated
in Figure 2.4.

As barium titanate BaTiO3 is the prototypical pyroelectric material of choice
in this thesis it warrants a further discussion. BaTiO3 exists in four well-known
polymorphs: trigonal rhombohedral (R3m, up to 183 K), orthorhombic (Amm2,
between 278 and 183 K), tetragonal (P4mm, between 393 and 278 K) and cubic
(Pm3m, above 393 K) [19, 46, 47]. As the room temperature polymorph is the
tetragonal one (P4mm), BaTiO3 exhibits pyroelectricity at room temperature, and
as mentioned above is one of the first synthetic materials for wide-scale pyroelectric
applications. The non-centrosymmetric polymorphs of barium titanate are also
ferroelectrics like many of the similar distorted perovskites, and BaTiO3 in fact
the first non-hydrogen bonded material where ferroelectricity was observed [48].
Albeit BaTiO3 has played an important role in the history of pyroelectricity, and
has been among the first materials used for actual pyroelectric devices, it has since
been replaced with more efficient compounds with higher pyroelectric coefficients
[1, 11]. However, recently it has re-attracted interest in various novel applications
utilizing nanostructures [3, 49].
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Figure 2.4: Crystal structure of BaTiO3 perovskite. Cubic structure (Pm3m, a =
4.01 Å) on the left, tetragonal structure (P4mm, a = 4.00 Å, c = 4.03 Å) on the
right. Ba atoms in green, Ti atoms and polyhedra in blue, and O atoms in red.
In the distorted tetragonl structure the Ti cation has shifted from the octahedral
level. The spontaneous polarization in the tetragonal structure along the polar c
axis is illustrated with the red arrow.

Two groups of perovskites have been traditionally considered for pyroelectric
applications. These are rhombohedral modified lead zirconate PbZrO3 (PZ) struc-
tures, and tetragonal modified lead titanate PbTiO3 (PT) structures. PbZrO3 is in
fact an antiferroelectric and has to be modified with PbTiO3 to stabilize the ferro-
electric phases, yielding the lead zirconate titanate (PZT) group of pyroelectrics,
with wide commercial use [2, 16]. Both PZT and PT can also be modified by
introducing dopants including rare earths, manganese and calcium. Substituting
zirconium for hafnium in PZT yields a pyroelectric isomorph referred to as PHT
[50]. Both PZT and PHT have recently been deposited with atomic layer depo-
sition (ALD), enabling a route towards new applications taking advantage of the
atomistic scale control of surfaces achievable with ALD [26].

Relaxor ferroelectrics are non-polar at high temperatures, but upon cooling
transfer to the erdogic relaxor state, where the polar regions of nanoscale are ran-
domly distributed, exhibiting unique physical properties [51]. These states can fur-
ther be transferred to the full ferroelectric state either by an external field or by fur-
ther lowering the temperature. Various relaxor perovskites have been extensively
studied due to their exceptional combination of optimal dielectric, piezoelectric,
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and pyroelectric properties for multifunctional devices. Doping PZT with La3+

yields lanthanum-doped lead zirconate titanate (PLZT) that has been recently
extensively studied due to its relaxor ferroelectricity, and has been considered for
energy harvesting [27, 52].

Ferroelectric perovskites classified as relaxors include compounds such as lead
magnesium niobate-lead titanate (PMN-PT), lead magnesium niobate (PMN) and
lead scandium niobate (PSN), with relaxor behaviour arising from the displace-
ment of Pb2+ cations [51]. The phase boundary of PMN-PT is characteristic of a
co-existence of a monoclinic phase with a rhombohedral or tetragonal phase, and
such single crystals have been studied for pyroelectric harvesting due to their high
pyroelectric performance and number of phase transitions [2, 53].

For various applications, especially environmental ones, lead-free alternatives
would be preferred over the traditional PZT pyroelectrics [2]. Bismuth sodium
titanate Bi0.5Na0.5O3 (BNT) is one of the best-known lead-free perovskite pyro-
electrics [54]. Doping binary structures of BNT and BaTiO3 with Mn has been
shown to enhance pyroelectric properties with temperature stabilization of perfor-
mance [55]. This has also produced the highest pyroelectric coefficient of a lead-free
perovskite. Thin films of mixed barium strontium titanate Ba0.65Sr0.35TiO3 have
also been shown to have potential as lead-free alternative for harvesting applica-
tions [56].

Another group of lead-free materials is based on potassium sodium niobate
K0.5Na0.5NbO3 (KNN), with performance apporaching that of PZT or PMN-PT
[57]. A similar composition is found in Bi1-y(NaxK1-x)yTiO3 or BNKT, which how-
ever still contains the heavy metal bismuth. Both KNN and BNKT can further be
modified by doping with Li and creating ceramic solid solutions based on BaTiO3

(BNKBT, BNKLBT) in the case of BNKT, and Nb0.8Ta0.2O3 or Nb0.84Ta0.1Sb0.06O3

(KNLNT, KNLNTS) in the case of KNN. BNKLBT has been found to show ex-
cellent properties over KNN and PZT. Other novel pyroelectric perovskite solid
solutions of the same group include (1-x)KNbO3-xBaNi0.5Nb0.5O3-δ (KBNNO) and
K0.5Na0.5NbO3-BaNi0.5Nb0.5O3-δ (KNBNNO) [58, 59].

There is no consensus on classification of the isotypical, pyroelectric, and fer-
roelectric trigonal (R3c) lithium niobate LiNbO3 and lithium tantalate LiTaO3

as perovskites [60]. However, as the structure can be derived from the perovskite
structure and both are mixed-oxide compounds, they can be included in this cat-
egory. The structure of LiTaO3 consists of layers of oxygen ion octahedra, with
the cations Li+ and Ta5+ occupying two thirds of the octahedral interstices be-
tween these layers. LiTaO3 has commercial use especially in single crystal form
[61]. LiTaO3 benefits from the high value of Tc of 891 K. The value can further be
increased with a layered nanostructure in LaTiO3 microcubes [62].

Ferroelectric strontium-barium niobate SrxBa1-xNb2O6 (SBN) solid solutions
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belong to a class of compounds known as tungsten oxide bronzes [63, 64]. The
term ’bronze’ arises from similarity to metallic alloys due to color and glitter.
Exact classification of them based on structure is somewhat difficult due to high
non-stoichiometry, but as the ideal crystal structure of prototypical NaxWO3 is
cubic perovskite when x = 1, it is convenient to discuss them in this section. SBN
solid solution compounds can readily be grown as thin films with sol-gel method
or as single crystals with the Czochralski method [63, 65]. Increased Sr content
has been observed to lead to more relaxor behaviour compared to traditional ferro-
electricity of the lower Sr contents [66]. The most studied composition is SBN-50
or Sr0.5Ba0.5Nb2O6. SBN compounds can also be further doped with for example
Ca [67].

2.2.3 Other pyroelectric materials

In this section pyroelectric materials that do not fall into the two above categories
are discussed. The foremost of these are the ferroelectrics triglycine sulphate
(TGS) and the polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) polymer and their derivatives
[16]. Entirely natural materials such as bone, tendon, and minerals like tourmaline
mentioned above have also been found to exhibit pyroelectricity, but won’t be
discussed in-depth within this scope [1, 68].

Triglycine sulphate (NH2CH2COOH)3H2SO4 and various isomorphous salt com-
pounds based on it have been known to exhibit ferroelectric pyroelectricity since
1950s [69]. With a Tc of 322 K, TGS is promising for applications operating
near room-temperature. Polarity arises from the glycine HN2CH2COOH groups,
and the overall structure adopts the P21 space group in the ferroelectric phase
and P21m above the Tc. The Tc of the selenate analogue and fluoberyllate ana-
logue (TGFB) are 295 K and 343 K, respectively [69]. Other modification include
deuterating (DTGS) and substitution of glycine with alanine (ATGS) [16]. ATGS
crystals have an extra methyl group which prevents rotation, and spontaneous
polarization is retained above the Tc. Sulphuric acid can also be substituted with
phosphoric acid to give triglycine sulpho-phosphate, which can further be doped
with metals [70]. While the TGS compounds produce high voltage responses, their
drawbacks include water solubility, hygroscopicity, and poor mechanical durability.

Polyvinylidine-difluoride (PVDF) exits in three main phases: α, β, and γ. The
pyroelectric β phase (mm2 symmetry) has ferroelectric properties due to the trans-
arrangement of the polymer chains giving a permanent dipole upon stretching
[16, 71]. No Tc is observed before the melting point at 450 K, but the polar
properties start to degrade above 350 K. Pyroelectric performance is improved
by introducing a copolymer in polyvinylidine-difluoride trifluoro-ethane P(VDF-
TrFE) [16, 72]. This enables direct crystallization to the β phase from melt or
solution without the stretching requirement. A major advantage of PVDF and
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derivatives is the low-cost of large-area thin films [16]. They are also flexible
and chemically resistant, and thus of great interest for various applications and
composite structures [2].

Ferroelectric sodium nitride NaNO2 adopting ther orthorhombic space group
Immm is a well-known pyroelectric material easily integratale on silicon substrates
for applications in detectors [73, 74]. Pyroelectricity has also been observed in
the trigonal crystals (P31) of RbNO3, CsNO3, and TlNO3 [75]. No wide-scale
application of these structures is known. Pyroelectricity has also been observed in
a series of non-ferroelectric rare earth nitrates crystallizing in the monoclinic Cc
space group [76].

Lead germanate Pb5Ge3O11 (trigonal, space group P3 [77]) and its doped
derivatives enhancing the pyroelectric coefficient by replacing Pb2+ with Cs+,
Bi3+, La3+, Ba2+, or Nd3+/K+ constitute an unique class of ferroelectrics with
a Tc of 451 K for the pure compound [28, 78, 79]. Doping can be used to further
bring down the value of Tc for applications maximising the pyroelectric coefficient
around room temperature. Replacing Ge4+ with Si4+ can also be used to control
the Tc value [78]. Rare-earth molybdates gadolinium molybdate Gd2(MoO4)3 and
terbium molybdate Tb2(MoO4)3 also exhibit pyroelectricity [80, 81]. These mate-
rials are classified as improper ferroelectrics due to anomalous physical phenomena
associated with their transition to the polar Pba2 space group.

Single crystals of lithium tetraborate Li2B4O7 in the tetragonal space group
I 41cd have been observed to be pyroelectrics [82]. Although the pyroelectric per-
formance was reportedly similar to that of TGS at room temperature and en-
hanced it at lower temperatures, no wide-scale applications using the compound
are known. Pyroelectricity has also been experimentally observed in ferrimagnetic
CaBaCo4O7 (space group Pbn21) related to the improper ferroelectric gadolinium
molybdate, with ab initio calculations later used to confirm that the material is
in fact not ferroelectric but a simple pyroelectric without switchable polarization
[83, 84].

In addition to PVDF and derivative polymers, pyroelectricity has been ob-
served in liquid crystal side-chain polymers (LCP), consisting of a polymer back-
bone, spacers, and mesogenic groups based on a cyanobiphenyl [85]. Pyroelectricity
induced by inclusion of water in non-polar amino acid crystals has also been re-
ported [86].The search for new organic pyroelectric materials for novel thin film ap-
plications has also led to the discovery of pyroelectricity in trimethylamine borane
[87]. Ceramic–polymer pyroelectrics are useful in combining the mechanical flexi-
bility of polymeric pyroelectrics such as PVDF with the larger value of pyroelectric
coefficient and mechanical strength of ceramic pyroelectrics [85]. Lead zirconate
titanate/polyurethane composites are also promising and reportedly can achieve
even higher pyroelectric coefficients than PZT/PVDF composites [88]. These ma-
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terials could have use in devices employing a simple material element without a
substrate. Thin film pyroelectrics based on modified HfO2 as either HfxZr1-xO2

(HZO) or Si-doped HfO2 deposited with ALD also represent a new class of inter-
esting nanostructured pyroelectric materials [29, 89].

2.3 Applications of pyroelectricity

2.3.1 Pyroelectric sensors and detectors

The most important application of pyroelectricity remains in various devices based
on the detection of electromagnetic, mostly infrared, radiation. These devices have
been in use already for decades and remain a cost-effective and reliable type of de-
tecting infrared radiation for a wide number of applications. Pyroelectric sensors
are devices that convert incident radiation to an electric output due to heating of
the pyroelectric material [25]. A clear advantage over semiconductor photon sen-
sors is the wide range of wavelengths on which the pyroelectric sensors work, as long
as the absorbing of the radiation is made possible [16]. Other advantages include
a wide temperature range, low power requirements, fast response and relatively
inexpensive materials [16, 25]. Pyroelectric detectors integrating these sensors are
especially used in the near to far infrared region due to good transmittance of
infrared radiation in air as well as high sensitivity of the devices, which is why
their main application is as heat sensors. A typical pyroelectric sensor consists of
a window, the sensing element and integrated electronics (Figure 2.5).

The design of a pyroelectric detector has to take into account the differences
between the primary and secondary pyroelectric effects [16]. In low-frequency
detectors, in which the material can freely expand, the total pyroelectric coefficient
can be used. However, many devices use a totally or in part clamped device, where
a partial or total exclusion of the secondary effect can be assumed. The clamping
of wurtzite structured thin films for example reduces the pyroelectric coefficient
to a small fraction of the unclamped value. The secondary effect also plays a role
if the detector is subjected to a radiation flux matching the mechanical resonant
frequency of the material. When discussing heat sensor applications, material
types are often categorized into single-crystal ferroelectrics, ceramic ferroelectrics,
polymers and semiconductors (often of the wurtzite structure type) [25].

As with any other detector, pyroelectric detectors also suffer from noise ef-
fects. Three major sources of noise exist in all pyroelectric materials and devices
[25]: thermal noise, dielectric noise or Johnson noise and amplifier noise. The
Johnson noise is dominant over 20 Hz, while the thermal noise is often ignored
[25]. Other sources of noise include spurious noise pulses induced by creation and
annihilation of ferroelectric domain walls in single crystals used in low-frequency
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of the typical design of a singe element pyroelectric detec-
tor. From [25].

detectors, acoustic emission due to sudden relief of stress caused by differential
thermal expansion of the component packaging, and electromagnetic interference
[16].

Pyroelectric detectors as passive infrared detectors have uses in various intruder
alarms from civilian to military applications [16]. Without an intruding person,
the thermal scene of a room or another background is fairly constant, but a moving
person creates a varying flux of IR radiation, detected by the pyroelectric element.
Typically a filter is used to block radiation at shorter wavelengths to prevent
the detector from triggering false alarms due to visible radiation. Pyroelectric
fire alarms work in a similar fashion. Pyroelectric detectors can also be used in
measuring temperatures in radiometer applications [16, 25]. Magnitude of the
pyroelectric signal can be used as a measure of the temperature of the target.

Pyroelectric thermal imaging can be categorized into two main groups of meth-
ods: the pyroelectric vidicon and techniques using arrays of point detectors [16, 90].
A pyroelectric vidicon is a cathode-potential stabilised tube with a pyroelectric ma-
terial as the target. Typical commercially used materials for pyroelectric vidicons
include TGS, PVDF, Ba-doped Pb5Ge3O11, LiTaO3, or doped PbZrO3 [16]. Ar-
rays of pyroelectric point detectors can be used as a solid state thermal imager
[16]. Materials chosen for these arrays are typically mixed-oxide ceramics that are
diced into thin wafers, albeit thin films can also be used [91]. The advantage of
the bulk ceramics is successful hybridization onto silicon readouts on integrated
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circuits making them cheaper to produce due to tolerating packaging at ambi-
ent pressure. Applications of the low-cost arrays include people counting, queue
monitoring, and security and maintenance in imaging.

Applications of pyroelectric detectors in industrial environments include gas
sensors based on absorption of IR energy in compound gases and a sensitive op-
tical filter [92, 93] for detection and monitoring of gases, as well as pyroelectric
flow sensors [94] for thermal transfer processes. A pollution monitoring system
employing pyroelectricity typically uses two detectors fitted with filters matching
with absorption wavelength of the desired gas. The concentration of the pollutant,
for example CO2 can thus be measured by comparing the ratio of outputs from ra-
diation passing through the gas with that passing through a reference cell [92, 93].
Measurement of the energy of pulsed lasers can also be done using pyroelectric
detectors [25].

2.3.2 Energy harvesting and conversion

Proposals on use of pyroelectrics for harvesting solar heat energy date back to 1970s
[95–97]. Pioneering work by Olsen and coworkers throughout the 1980s led to the
realization of the first full scale pyroelectric energy converters [98, 99]. In order
to review pyroelectric energy harvesters and devices the equation for pyroelectric
current needs to be introduced (Equation 2.3 [2, 14]):

ip =
dQ

dt
= pA

dT

dt
(2.3)

where ip is the generated current, Q the pyroelectric charge, dT/dt the rate of
temperature charge, A the surface area of the pyroelectric material and p the py-
roelectric coefficient. The arising observation is that to maximise the pyroelectric
current, a large surface area, a high rate of temperature change or fluctuation, and
a large pyroelectric effect are needed.

To be able to choose an ideal material for an energy harvesting system multiple
factors have to be taken into account in addition to the pyroelectric coefficients
themselves. These include typical material choice aspects such as durability, me-
chanical toughness, solubility but also for example the ferroelectric Curie temper-
ature Tc which greatly limits the temperature range in which the harvester can
operate [2]. Typically also lead-free candidates would be preferred for environ-
mental reasons. Two figures of merit for a pyroelectric energy harvesting material
have been proposed [2, 100, 101]. They derive from the electro-thermal coupling
factor k (Equation 2.4 [100]):

k2 =
p2Thot

cEϵσ33
=

p2Thot

ρcpϵσ33
(2.4)
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Table 2.2: Pyroelectric figures of merit of selected pyroelectric materials for energy
harvesting applications [2].

Material k2 FE (× 10-11, J m-1 K-2) F
′
E ( × 10-11, m3 J-1)

TGS 0.030408 233.13 4.41
Mn:BNT-BT 0.014536 140.03 1.68
SBN-50 0.011146 85.45 1.62
LiTaO3 0.006982 74.47 0.73
PZT 0.006752 56.26 0.90
PMN-0.25PT 0.003593 29.94 0.48
LiNbO3 0.003507 27.12 0.50
PVDF 0.001194 9.15 0.17
BaTiO3 0.000452 3.77 0.06
ZnO 0.000097 0.91 0.01

where p is the pyroelectric coefficient, Thot the maximum working temperature,
cp the specific heat capacity, cE the volume specific heat, ρ the density, and ϵσ33 the
permittivity in the polarisation direction at constant stress. The figures of merit
FE and F

′
E take the forms of (Equations 2.5 and 2.6):

FE =
p2Thot

ϵσ33
(2.5)

F
′

E =
p2Thot

(cE)2ϵσ33
(2.6)

where the latter takes into account the influence of heat capacity. Pyroelectric
figures of merit of some pyroelectric materials for energy harvesting applications
are presented in Table 2.2, based on data calculated and collected in [2].

A number of thermodynamic cycles exist for pyroelectric energy harvesting
[99, 100]. The Carnot cycle is a thermodynamic cycle with two adiabatic and
two isothermal processes. In a pyroelectric Carnot process first the electric field
is increased, followed by isothermal decrease of the field. Then an electric field
of the opposite sign is introduced followed by again an isothermal decrease of the
field. The Carnot cycle is typically considered the most efficient energy conversion
cycle between two temperatures. However, for pyroelectric harvesting it has some
limitations, for example in that the temperature changes that can be realised by
applying an electric field are quite limited. Despite of this, Carnot cycle can
be used to compare pyroelectric harvesters with other sorts of devices, and in
comparison with other cycles [2]. For example, this enables the comparison with
thermoelectrics where the maximum efficiency is reported at 1.7 % of Carnot
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efficiency using a limited temperature gradient due to limited heat exchange, with
pyroelectrics reaching a Carnot efficiency of up to 50 % in similar conditions [102].

In a resistive cycle, first describe by van der Ziel, the pyroelectric energy har-
vester is connected to a resistive electrical load and subjected to temperature
change. This temperature change then drives an electric current, corresponding to
a change in polarization. This cycle has been used for practical devices in PZT and
PVDF films for power sources in autonomous sensors [103] and proposed for har-
vesting natural temperature variations [102]. A limitation is that when no external
field is applied ferroelectric pyroelectrics are limited to operate under the Curie
temperature. In synchronised electric exchange extraction cycle electric charge is
stored at maximum temperature and extracted at minimum temperature and in
the synchronised switch damping on inductor cycle is similar, but the electric field
is reduced to the opposite value instead of zero [100].

An electrical analogue of the Ericsson engine cycle developed by Olsen for
ferroelectric pyroelectrics takes a different approach than the previously mentioned
cycles [99]. The Olsen cycle is based on the fact that thermal modulation of the
polarisation of the material also varies its dielectric constant and capacitance. The
cycle consists of two isothermal charges and decharges (1, 3) and two isoelectric
(2,4) stages of discharging heating and charging cooling [99, 104]. An illustration
of the Olsen cycle is presented in Figure 2.6. The ferroelectric material acting as a
capacitor is charged at cold temperature and discharged by heating and reducing
the applied electric field. The Olsen cycle is very promising for pyroelectric energy
harvesting applications as it is more efficient than the previously mentioned cycles
and can take full advantage of phase transitions, with optimal performance near
the ferroelectric Curie temperature [2, 105].

The pyroelectric Brayton cycle, which replaces the isothermal steps with adia-
batic steps has been reported as slightly more efficient for pyroelectric thin films,
with the efficiency advantage increasing at higher operating frequencies [106]. An-
other cycle reminiscent of the Olsen cycle has been proposed, working as a varia-
tion of the Stirling cycle with the second stage of the Olsen cycle replaced with a
constant electric displacement when increasing the temperature to its maximum
[107].

An important limitation in the design of a pyroelectric generator is the fact
that natural phenomena where suitable transient thermal fields would occur are
limited in nature. This drives the devices towards micro-scaled and nanostructued
ones that can take advantage of temperature fluctuations in technical systems
[102, 108]. This also provides an advantage over thermoelectric generators, as
the temperature gradients required for thermoelectricity are harder to realize at
nanoscale. It has also been proposed to convert a spatial temperature gradient to
a transient fluctuating temperature for pyroelectric harvesting using a micro-scale
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of the Olsen cycle or displacement-electric field loop of a
pyroelectric material at temperatures Tcold and Thot. The grey area ND represents
the generated energy density. From [105].

thermomechanic-pyroelectric energy generator with PMN-PT on silicon substrate
[109]. Already in the 1980s amongst other pioneering work, Olsen proposed a
cascaded pyroelectric harvester with multiple stages and components suited for
operation at different temperatures by varying their Tc to maximise output [110].

Another limitation in pyroelectric harvesters is the low operating frequency
of the devices, as the heat transfer between the pyroelectric component and for
example the working fluid fluctuating between a hot and a cold source becomes
a limiting factor [2]. Thus nanoscale devices and radiative energy transfer are
further preferred. Another way to get around the problem of the rate of tem-
perature change is to reduce the thickness of the pyroelectrics, for example with
thin film structures [108]. The size effect of the structures is also interesting in
various nanowires, which have been shown to exhibit ’giant’ pyroelectric responses
[111]. Studied nanowire array generators include ones based on ZnO [34] and
KNbO3 [112]. Various non-ferroelectrics, such as ZnO, have strong promise in
nanostructured applications despite of their low pyroelectric coefficients due to
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semiconducting properties and experience in using them for other devices [108]. A
key advantage of the nanowire-based systems is also their flexibility due to lesser
density, when compared to bulk materials. Nanofibers based on PVDF offer similar
advantages [108].

As all pyroelectrics are inherently also piezoelectrics, hybrid energy harvesting
devices can be built to take advantage of both effects [2]. Additional physical phe-
nomena such as shape memory [113] driving piezoelectricity or a combination of
thermoelectricity and pyroelectricity to harvest energy of thermal radiation [114]
can also be integrated on the devices to boost efficiency. Hybrid devices employ-
ing flexible PVDF films with pyroelectric and piezoelectric properties can also be
coupled with photovoltaics, such as ZnO to create harvesters with three functions
[115]. A hybrid photothermal device combining a pyroelectric and thermogalvanic
generator based on a carbon nanotube/cellulose nanocrystal nanocomposite on
PVDF films has also been studied [116]. Pyroelectric effect can also be directly
employed to produce energy from solar radiation with exposure to wind used to
create the required temperature fluctuations [117].

Recent research has led to entirely new proposals taking advantage of the py-
roelectric effect in energy conversion. A portable power generator based on har-
vesting heat from catalytic combustion of methanol using PLZT reportedly have
an energy density close to lithium ion batteries [118]. Full energy storage sys-
tems have also been pionereed, with power control interfaces and wireless energy
transmission via lasers [119]. Conventional negative pyroelectricity coupled with
inversely signed positive pyroelectricity observed in antiferroelectric thin films of
PLZT has been proposed as an efficient energy harvester in a resonant circuit
as energy-conversion cycles can be performed in both pyroelectric regions using
the same material [120]. The inverse pyroelectricity in this system is induced by
electric field, as deduced by the temperature dependence of the dielectric constant.

The closely related converse pyroelectric effect, the electrocaloric effect can
also be used for energy interconversion in cooling applications by running the
above-mentioned cycles in reverse [121]. Materials used so far in experimental se-
tups include PZT, PLZT, PbZrO3 and poly(vinylidene fluoride-trifluoroethylene)
P(VDF-TrFE) ferroelectric copolymers [121]. Antiferroelectric films of HfxZr1-xO2

have also been reported as materials compatible with a silicon substrate for mono-
lithic devices for both pyroelectric harvesting and electrocaloric cooling [89]. The
exact physical origins of the electrocaloric performance of a material however re-
main unclear, with uncorrelated polar states playing a major part, tunable by
electric field and elastic strain [122].
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2.3.3 Pyroelectric catalysis

Additional novel proposals for applications of pyroelectricity have risen in the field
of catalysis over the past decade [4, 123]. First reports of pyroelectricity in cataly-
sis applications actually originate in the field of disinfection. Basing their studies
on the well-known photocatalytic disinfection mechanism, Meyer and coworkers
reported in 2012 that LiNbO3 and LiTaO3 nanoparticles could be used to de-
grade Escherichia coli in an aqueous solution with the application of a thermal
excitation [124]. They proceeded to describe the newly observed phenomenon as
the pyroelectrocatalytic effect. Already in the initial article they envisioned us-
ing processes catalyzed by the pyroelectric surface charges for harvesting waste
energy into chemical energy. Early pyroelectric applications in catalysis include a
pyroelectric nanogenerator as a power source for a hybrid pollutant degradation
cell [125]. The next major observation was reported in 2015, with pyroelectric
BaTiO3 nanoparticles observed to be an useful tool for ·OH radical creation for
bacteria degradation [126]. This not only served to deepen interest in pyroelectric
nanoparticles for disinfection, but also gave rise to the idea of using pyroelectricity
for other chemical reactions in pollution degradation and water splitting.

A catalytic cycle for pyroelectric water splitting was first proposed in 2016 by
Kakekhani, complemented with computational studies of a PbTiO3 ferroelectric
surface [127]. This and subsequent work proved that the thermal cycling of a ma-
terial surface to split water into oxygen is thermodynamically feasible [128]. The
same year BiFeO3 nanoparticles were used to degrade Rhodamine B dye in a pro-
cess employing room-temperature cold-hot temperature alternation [129]. Since
then pyroelectric catalysis has been a topic of intense research for its promise in
various self-powered environmental applications, most notably pollutant degrada-
tion.

The surface area and particle thickness play a major role in pyroelectric catal-
ysis. In water splitting applications, the amount of available charge Q from a
temperature change ∆T in a pyroelectric can be written as (Equation 2.7 [130])

Q = pA∆T (2.7)

where A is the catalyst surface area and p the pyroelectric coefficient. Thus
from this equation arises the need for nanoparticles that can maximize the surface
area.

The charge is related to an area, but the potential difference arises from thick-
ness. The relationship of the catalyst thickness h with the potential difference V
produced can be described as (Equation 2.8 [130])

V =
ph∆T

ϵ0ϵ33
(2.8)
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where ϵ33 is the relative permittivity of the material and ϵ0 the permittivity of
free space. Thus the observation is that pyroelectric catalyst nanoparticles have
to be carefully tuned to obtain desirable geometry with a thickness suited for a
sufficient potential, coupled with a large area to generate a large enough charge.
In addition, a suitable temperature fluctuation is of course also needed. With
increased control of nanoparticle size and new materials becoming accessible, it
is to be expected that pyroelectric catalysis will see further development in the
near future also for entirely new applications, such as reduction of more complex
molecules, self-cleaning, and even possibly in organic synthesis [123].

BaTiO3 is a material of great interest for studying and deepening understand-
ing of pyrocatalytic applications, as it can be readily synthesized and used for
nanostructures. BaTiO3 nanowires synthesized with hydrothermal methods have
been proposed for pollution treatment through demonstration of dye degrada-
tion with the combination of pyroelectricity and electrochemical effect [3]. The
size-dependence of pyrocatalytic oxidation has been studied using BaTiO3 as an
example catalyst system to deepen the understanding of efficient catalyst design
in pyrocatalytic applications [49]. It has also been demonstrated that the pyro-
electric effect can be used for the synthesis of Ag/Au/Pd-BaTiO3 nanoparticles
themselves via a temperature oscillation reducing metal saltss on surface of the
nanoparticles used in pyrocatalysis [131]. The Au-BaTiO3 particles created using
pyrocatalytic synthesis route were found to be more efficient than pure BaTiO3

nanoparticles or mechanically mixed Au-BaTiO3 particles.
Hydrogen evolution and water splitting are a key focus area in a transition

towards a fossil-free future. Pyroelectric catalysis has been studied for hydrogen
evolution with Ba0.7Sr0.3TiO3 amongst the nanoparticles suitable for use in the
room temperature range [132]. Other proposed materials include 2D black phos-
phorus with the nanostructure tailored to induce pyroelectricity due to breaks in
symmetry [133] and CdS nanorods with 2-mercaptobenzimidazole as a molecu-
lar co-catalyst [134]. Continuous hydrogen generation has also been achieved for
prolonged duration using high impedance KOH electrolyte with connected PZT
sheets working as a thermal harvester [130].

A model combining the theories of pyroelectricity, electrochemistry, diffusion
and semiconductivity has been proposed for pyroelectrocatalytic hydrogen pro-
duction in pure water [135]. The ratio of the pyroelectric coefficient and relative
permittivity p/ϵ33 was found define the efficiency of the hydrogen production, with
small and high ratios both leading to higher hydrogen production.

Other recent advances in new nanostructure types for pyroelectric catalysis
include using pyroelectric nanoplates to reduce CO2 to methanol [136], NaNbO3

nanofibers employing hybrid piezoelectric and pyroelectric catalysis in dye decom-
position [137], and ZnS:Cu nanowires used in decomposition of dyes as a proof of
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concept for further application in pollutant reduction [138].
In an application very much interlinked with the energy harvesting discussed

above, a novel thermodynamic cycle called the pyroelectrocatalytic threshold cy-
cle has been proposed for pyroelectrocatalytic energy harvesting with a hydrogen
evolution reaction [5]. Pyroelectrically controlled electrochemical processes have
recently been proposed as a promising alternative route towards pyroelectric en-
ergy harvesting, with multiple development routes open, including broadening the
temperature range, creating compositions with a distribution of Curie tempera-
tures, and further tailoring the nanostructures in terms of area and surface charge
[128].

2.3.4 Further applications

There are of course a multitude of other applications for pyroelectricity, and a few
further interesting and useful applications deserve a short introduction.

Pyroelectric calorimeters can be used for studying for example microcaloro-
metric single-crystal adsorption phenomena [139] and transient heating processes
with the resolution of nanoseconds and sensitivity of nanocalories [140].

In photopyroelectric spectroscopy (PPES) [141] a sample is either deposited or
positioned in contact with a pyroelectric material. Incident radiation is directed
towards the sample which in turn heats the pyroelectric material working as a
thermal sensor. Information on the thermal properties of the sample, such as the
thermal conductivity or optical properties such as transmission can be obtained.
Typical materials for PPES applications include PVDF and LiTaO3

A multifunctional ferroelectric memory device based on extraction of informa-
tion by heating and resulting polarization via a pyroelectric approach has been
proposed [142]. LiNbO3 is proposed as a material of choice for the creation of
such a memory cell due to its higher pyroelectric coefficient and lower dielectric
constant.

Pyroelectric crystals such as LiNbO3 have been demonstrated to be useful as
electron and X-ray accelerators for producing focused beams that can be used
for example in imaging applications [143, 144]. LiTaO3 crystals have even been
successfully used as ion accelerators for inducing a deuterium fusion reaction [145]
by cooling and heating crystals in opposite directions with a positive and negative
charge and an associated high electric field created in between.



Chapter 3

Physical background

3.1 Introduction to phonon physics

Vibrations in solids can be represented quantum mechanically as collective ex-
citations, phonons. Phonons are a crucial tool in understanding a multitude of
phenomena occurring in solid-state systems, The study of vibrations in a solid
crystal is also called lattice dynamics. Lattice dynamics are fundamental for un-
derstanding any temperature-dependent phenomena and expanding upon quantum
chemical computational results obtained at 0 K. In this and the following section
the basic principles of phonon physics are briefly introduced [146].

In order to study phonons, a construct called the reciprocal space is needed. It
can be mapped according to (Equation 3.1):

exp(iG · T ) = 1 (3.1)

where T (length) is the direct translational vector and G (1/length) is the
reciprocal translation vector. Points formed by G construct the reciprocal lattice,
with the space generated by reciprocal lattice points having the name reciprocal
space or q-space. Note how the wavevector q along which phonon modes are
represented in the reciprocal space is analogous of the wavevector k used to study
electronic bands in the reciprocal space. The primitive unit cell in the reciprocal
space is called the (first) Brillouin zone. In Figure 3.1 the Brillouin zone of a
primitive tetragonal lattice is represented [147].

The simplest model used to illustrate lattice dynamics in a crystal with multiple
atoms is an one-dimensional chain of two atomic types, as illustrated in Figure 3.2
[146, 148]. There are two types of waves in the model, one where all all atoms
move in phase, and one where the atoms move out of phase. These are called the
acoustic and optical modes, respectively. The important result here is that the
acoustic mode has a zero frequency at the wavevector q = 0, while the optical

26
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Figure 3.1: The Brillouin zone of the primitive tetragonal lattice, the reciprocal
lattice applied for BaTiO3 (P4mm). From [147].

mode has a non-zero frequency at the same point. This also applies for the more
complex crystals, where q = 0 corresponds with the Γ point.

The phonon dispersion relation effectively allows for investigation of phonon
behaviour when atoms in neighbouring cells vibrate in different phase. The opti-
cal phonon modes at the Γ point correspond to the vibrational modes observed in
IR and Raman spectroscopies. However, experimental information on the phonon
dispersion relation at other points in the q-space has to be obtained with inelas-
tic neutron scattering. The concept of phonon modes is further illustrated in the
phonon dispersion relations reported in the experimental part of the thesis (Chap-
ter 6, Figures 6.2, 6.4, and 6.6).

In ionic and heteropolar (partially ionic) crystals the long-wavelength optical
phonon branches are generally found to undergo a splitting known as LO-TO split-
ting when approaching the Γ point from different directions [146]. The origin of this
effect is the splitting of the electrostatic field created by the long wavelength lon-
gitudinal optical (LO) modes, resulting in ωLO > ωTO. In practice, the computed
phonon dispersion relations can be corrected by adding a non-analytic correction
based on Born effective charges [149]. Symmetries of zone-center phonon mode
can be described with irreducible representations [146]. This is based on group
theory of point groups, where for a given point group a set of fundamental matrix
representations known as the inequivalent irreducible representations exist. These
can then be used to describe the symmetries of displacements in the point group,
such as phonon vibrations. Phonon mode symmetries will be discussed in the
relevant sections of the experimental part.
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Figure 3.2: One-dimensional diatomic chain model (left above), its transverse
motion (left below) for an acoustic mode (in phase) and optical mode (out of
phase). The corresponding dispersion curves of the one-dimensional chains on
right. U and u stand for displacements of the two different atomic types, with a
the distance between two atoms of the same type. For the acoustic mode, at q = 0
the atoms all move in the same direction, yielding zero angular frequency. For the
optical mode, at q = 0 a standing wave creates a non-zero frequency independent
of q. At the Brillouin zone boundary value of q = π/a both modes have one atom
moving and one staying still, yielding a non-zero frequency. Compiled and edited
from [148].
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3.2 Lattice dynamics

This introduction to harmonic approximation in lattice dynamics starts with the
definition of a unit cell l and an atom κ [146]. The atomic equilibrium position can
then be defined as r(lκ) and a displacement from it as u(lκ). Potential energy Φ
of the crystal can be written as an analytic Taylor series expansion of the atomic
displacements as (Equation 3.2 [146]):

Φ = Φ0 +
1

1!

∑︁
lκ

∑︁
α Φα(lκ)uα(lκ) +

1

2!

∑︁
llκκ′

∑︁
αβ Φαβ(lκ, l

′κ′)uα(lκ)uβ(l
′κ′)

+
1

3!

∑︁
ll′l′′κκ′κ′′

∑︁
αβγ Φαβγ(lκ, l

′κ′, l′′, κ′′)× uα(lκ)uβ(l
′κ′)uγ(l

′′κ′′) + ...

(3.2)
where α, β, and γ are Cartesian indices. The coefficients Φ in this series of

expansion are the interatomic force constants (IFC). Φ0, Φα(lκ), Φαβ(lκ, l
′κ′),

Φαβγ(lκ, l
′κ′, l′′, κ′′) and so forth are the 0th, 1st, 2nd, 3rd order force constants, re-

spectively. In the harmonic approximation, the harmonic 2nd order force constants
are used to solve the problem of atomic vibrations. Force constants of orders from
the 3rd order upwards are in turn regarded as anharmonic. The term Φαβ(lκ, l

′κ′)
can also be written as (Equation 3.3):

Φαβ(lκ, l
′κ′) =

∂2Φ

∂uα(lκ)∂uβ(l′κ′)
|0 (3.3)

This can be interpreted as an evaluation of the derivatives of equilibrium con-
figuration of atoms. Thus the meaning of force constant in this case can be un-
derstood as the forces acting on an atom lκ in direction α when the atom l′κ′ is
moved to direction β, with the other atoms remaining stationary in the equilibrium
position. When extending this understanding to the first element or the 1st force
order force constant, it is noticed that the contribution vanishes if the structure is
optimized at the stationary points, as the first derivatives are zeros and the atom
stays at equilibrium. Likewise, it is noticed that the 3rd order force constants con-
stitute of three atoms and two displacements. The dynamical properties of atoms
in the harmonic approximation are obtained by solving an eigenvalue problem of
the dynamical matrix D(q) (Equation 3.4):

∑︂
βκ′

Dαβ
κκ′(q)e

βκ′

qj = ω2
qje

ακ
qj , D

αβ
κκ′(q) =

∑︂
l′

Φαβ(0κ, l
′, κ′)

√
mκmκ′

eiq·[r(l
′κ′(−r(0κ)] (3.4)

where mκ is the mass of atom κ, q is the wavevector, j the band index, ωqj

the phonon frequency, and eqj the polarization vector of the phonon mode. This
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provides the fundamentals for accessing properties at the harmonic level, such
as the phonon dispersion or various thermodynamic properties [9]. However, the
anharmonic phonon-phonon interactions need to be studied to fully understand
temperature-dependent phenomena.

In the quasi-harmonic approximation the theory of harmonic approximation
is expanded upon by assuming that it is still valid when the volume is varied [9,
146]. This quasi-harmonic approximation (QHA) means the volume-dependence of
phonon properties, with the harmonic approximation applied at volumes, assuming
that the crystal potential is an anharmonic function of volume. The slope of
phonon frequency decrease upon increasing volume γqj is known as the mode-
Grüneisen parameter that can be used as a measure of anharmonicity (Equation
3.5):

γqj(V ) = − V

ωj(V )

∂ωj(V )

∂V
(3.5)

The mode-Grüneisen parameter can be solved from a volume derivative of the
dynamical matrix. This way the thermodynamic properties at finite temperatures,
such as thermal expansion contributions to heat capacity can be evaluated [9].
However, for more complex thermodynamic phenomena it is necessary to evaluate
the anharmonic 3rd order force constants. The typical approach towards lattice
anharmonicity is many-body perturbation theory [150]. The anharmonic effects
are regarded as self-energies and calculated in a systematic approximation. In order
to obtain the 3rd order force constants an atomic displacement operator needs to
be introduced (Equation 3.6 [151, 152]), taking advantage of phonon creation and
annihilation operators (â†qj, âqj):

uα(lκ) = (
h̄

2Nmκ

)1/2
∑︂
qj

ω
(−1/2)
qj [âqj + â†−qj]× eiq·(lκ)Wα(κ, qj) (3.6)

with N standing for the number of unit cells in the crystal. The harmonic
frequency ωqj and polarization vector eα(κ, qj) can be solved from the eigenvalue
problem of the dynamical matrix (Equation 3.4). Based on this, a third-order po-
tential can be further derived to obtain various anharmonic properties, for example
phonon lifetimes, using many-body perturbation. However the formulations are
quite complex and do not yield any information relevant for this thesis, and thus
will not be further discussed here [152].

3.3 Spontaneous polarization

The development of modelling of spontaneous polarization has mostly been en-
abled by the formulation of the modern theory of polarization in the beginning
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of the 1990s by Resta [153–156], Vanderbilt, and King-Smith [157]. The main
realization paving way for the development of the theory was that instead of try-
ing to look at absolute values of polarization via the dipole of a unit cell, one
should work with well-defined differences of polarization, just like in practical
measurements [155]. By defining the difference in polarization ∆P as a geometric
phase, practically a lattice, instead of a vector, the property becomes accessible
with quantum mechanical electronic structure methods such as density-functional
theory [158, 159]. Furthermore, by defining the macroscopic polarization as an
adiabatic flow of currents, it becomes independent of surface effects, and turns
truly into a bulk property (Equation 3.7 [158]):

∆P = P (∆t)− P (0) =

∫︂ ∆t

0

dtj(t) (3.7)

where j is the macroscopic current density. This can be simplified by then
introducing the parameter of dimensionless adiabatic time λ taking values from
zero (initial system) to 1 (final system). To link this with the theory of sponta-
neous polarization of ferroelectrics, λ will be thought of as the scale of sublattice
displacement (Equation 3.8 [158]):

Peff =

∫︂ 1

0

dλ
dP

dλ
(3.8)

with λ = 0 standing for the centrosymmetric structure and λ = 1 for the spon-
taneously polarized structure. The practical implementation in the Brillouin zone
of a periodic system is then carried out either with the geometrical construct of the
Berry phase of Bloch wavefunctions or with the aid of centers of charge of Wannier
functions constructed from the Bloch wavefunctions [158]. Often the entire mod-
ern theory of polarization is dubbed the Berry-phase theory of polarization due to
its prevalence in practical implementation of the quantum mechanical phase.

In practice the modern approach to polarization consists of a negative electronic
contribution and a positive ionic contribution from point charges to polarization.
For the electronic part, the integral over the Brillouin zone, the Berry phase, tra-
verses through the parameter space with the result only depending on the end
points. In practical calculations, the Berry phase is summed over a mesh of k-
points spanning the Brillouin zone. The Berry phase is calculated for each band
by sampling of the Brillouin zone along a string of k-points corresponding to the
desired primitive reciprocal lattice vector k∥, in a 2D space of wavevectors span-
ning the other two primitive reciprocal lattice vectors k⊥. The construct of this
polarization lattice is illustrated in Figure 3.3.

As the property in question is a phase, it is possible that all of the values shift
in the 2D space represented by the two wavevectors by a common amount of 2πm,
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Figure 3.3: Arrangement of the polarization lattice in the Brillouin zone when
evaluating the Berry phase along the direction of reciprocal lattice vector k∥. From
[158].

where m is an integer, leading to the concept of polarization branches separated
by the polarization quantum. The formal polarization includes an uncertainty and
is thus defined only modulo eR/Ω. This result is represented as (Equation 3.9
[158]):

∆P := (Pλ=1 − Pλ=0)mod
eR

Ω
(3.9)

where R is any lattice vector and Ω is the primitive-cell volume. The actual
integrated value of ∆P is thus equal to the value on the right hand side for some
lattice vector R.

Typically the magnitude of the polarization differences and Peff is smaller
than the polarization quantum, and thus the uncertainty added is rarely a prob-
lem. However, with ferroelectrics and varying of the unit cell size, the value of
the quantum might vary, so checking that the two points are indeed along the
same branch can be done by computing intermediate values of polarization at λ
values between 0 and 1, and checking that the values of ∆P stay consistent. The
polarization branches and quantum of polarization are additionally illustrated in
Figure 3.4.

3.4 Born-Szigeti theory of pyroelectricity

First attempts at explaining pyroelectricity using quantum mechanics date back
to 1914 [160]. Boguwslawski deviced a theory for the effect based on the Ein-
stein crystal model and a set of independent linear oscillators. The oscillators
were assumed to be anharmonic, resulting in an asymmetric mean amplitude of
vibration around the equilibrium, with the asymmetry increasing with tempera-
ture [160, 161]. If the oscillators are charged particles and crystal symmetry is
low, an electric moment depending on temperature T is observed. At low temper-
atures, however, the model was found to deviate and a T 4 dependency is found,
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the polarization branches of the polarization lattice
separated by the quantum of polarization. From [159].

as also suggested by the initial work of Born. In 1945 Born revisited the prob-
lem, refining the first extensive quantum mechanical model of pyroelectricity using
newly acquired knowledge of lattice dynamics [161]. Born correctly separated the
pyroelectric coefficient to contributions from the first and secondary coefficients.
Born devised a quantum mechanical correction of the electrons around nuclei for
the first pyroelectric coefficient, the dipole moment contribution, and showed that
the contribution was proportional to the mean square amplitude of the oscilla-
tions. For the primary coefficient, summation of the above-mentioned terms over
the acoustical frequency spectrum leads to a linear temperature behaviour of the
primary coefficient, according to Bohr, although in later, yet often omitted, work
this was corrected to T 3 [162]. For the secondary coefficient, Born proposed the
temperature dependence of T 3 because of the dependence of the effect on thermal
expansion terms, proportional to specific heat.

Born’s theory was further developed upon by Szigeti, who added the anharmonic-
potential contribution omitted by Bohr for the primary coefficient [163]. Szigeti
observed that in fact at the low-temperature limit the primary coefficient is pro-
portional to T 3 and that it depends on the cubic potential in the same way as
on the second-order dipole moment. The work of Szigeti was criticized by Grout
and March as only valid for rigid ions [164]. In a reply Szigeti defended his work
and provided additional proof for his assumption of the behaviour of expansion
coefficients at k = 0 [165].

The above-described Born-Szigeti theory of pyroelectricity can thus be regarded
as a sum of two different contributions to the primary pyroelectric coefficient:
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firstly the rigid-ion contribution in which an effective charge is assigned rigidly
to each ion, and secondly the electronic redistribution caused by thermal vibra-
tion, the electron-phonon renormalization. Expanded in terms of normal mode
amplitudes Q the primary coefficient p1 can be written as a sum of the rigid-ion
contribution p

(1)
1 and electron-phonon renormalization contribution p

(2)
1 (Equation

3.10 [161, 163, 166]):

p1 = p
(1)
1 + p

(2)
1 =

∑︂
j

∂Ps

∂Q0⃗j

d⟨Q0⃗j⟩
dT

+
∑︂
q⃗λ

∂2Ps

∂Q2
q⃗λ

d⟨Q2
q⃗λ⟩

dT
(3.10)

with the brackets denoting a thermal average, λ phonon modes, and q⃗ the
wavevector. In the first contribution the summation running over q⃗ = 0 optical
modes of symmetries allowing a non-vanishing static effect can be calculated using
quasi-harmonic approximation according to work by Liu and Allen (Equation 3.11
[7]):

⟨Q0⃗j⟩ = −
∑︂
q⃗λ

h̄

2

2nq⃗λ + 1

ω2
0⃗j

∂ωq⃗λ

∂Q0⃗j

(3.11)

where ω is the phonon eiqenfrequency and n is the Bose-Einstein distribution
function. This contribution can further be understood as a mean displacement of
ions carrying the Born effective charges [7, 166]. Both previous modelling work
as well as analysis of experimental results has largely been based on this rigid-ion
model part of the Born-Szigeti theory [7, 167].

In the second contribution based on electron-phonon contribution describing
the electronic redistribution induced by the vibrations around equilibrium, the
phonon modes λ along wavevector q⃗ contribute by their mean-square displacement
as (Equation 3.12 [166]) according to Liu and Pantelides:

⟨Q2
q⃗λ⟩ =

h̄

2

2nq⃗λ + 1

ωq⃗j

(3.12)

The previous computational studies on pyroelectricity based on the Born-
Szigeti theory and the above considerations of Liu, Allen, and other coworkers
are discussed in further depth in Chapter 4.
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Computational methodology

4.1 Density functional theory

4.1.1 Principles and the Kohn-Sham method

Practical quantum chemical methods can be generally categorized to traditional
wave function-based methods and density functional theory-based methods, with
a degree of overlap existing between the two. In the density functional theory
(DFT) the electron density is used to solve the ground electronic state of the
system instead of the wave function [168]. Development of the more accurate
functionals correctly describing exchange and correlation interactions in the 1990s
has enabled DFT to become an accurate and computationally cheaper alternative
to Hartree-Fock theory and more sophisticated wave function-based methods. In
this section the basic principles of DFT are introduced, along with the concepts
of functionals, basis sets, and pseudopotentials within the scope as they are used
in the experimental part of this thesis.

The theoretical foundation of DFT lies in the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems, which
provide a proof that electron density defines the Hamilton operator and all the
properties of the system accessible from it. According to the first theorem, two
different external potentials can not have the same electron density, and thus the
external potential defines the ground state electron density. The interpretation can
be extended so that all the properties of the system are functionals of the electron
density. According to the second theorem, the lowest energy can be found with
variational principle, so that the electron density minimising the total energy is the
electron density of the lowest energy system. The Hohenberg-Kohn theorems only
provide the proof of the applicability of the method, not how to actually calculate
the ground state electron density.

The subsequent introduction of the Kohn-Sham method enables a practical
method for DFT calculations. Based on the previous considerations, the ground

35
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state of energy of a system can be solved as (Equation 4.1 [168]):

E0 = min
ρ−→N

(FHK [p] +

∫︂
ρ(r⃗)VNedr⃗) (4.1)

where VNe is the nucleus-electron interaction potential and the so-called uni-
versal functional or Hohenberg-Kohn functional FHK [p] contains the contribu-
tions of kinetic energy T [ρ(r⃗)], classical Coulomb interaction J [ρ(r⃗)], and the
non-classical self-interaction correction, exchange and electron correlation effects
Encl[ρ(r⃗)] (Equation 4.2 [168]):

F [ρ(r⃗)] = T [ρ(r⃗)] + J [ρ(r⃗)] + Encl[ρ(r⃗)] (4.2)

However, only J [ρ(r⃗)] is known, and the explicit form of the other two contri-
butions is not known. Instead of the original many-body problem, the Kohn-Sham
method uses a reference system which assumes that the ground state density of a
system with interacting electrons is equal to that of an exact soluble system with
non-interacting electrons, with exchange and correlation included as an approx-
imate functional of the density. This new reference system is described by the
one-electron Kohn-Sham orbitals, for which the kinetic energy can be computed.
The Hamiltonian of the non-interacting reference system can be given as (Equation
4.3 [168]):

ĤS = −1

2

N∑︂
i

∇2
i +

N∑︂
i

Vs(r⃗) (4.3)

where Vs(r⃗) is an effective local potential and ∇2
i is the Laplacian in three

dimensional Cartesian coordinates from the kinetic energy operator of the Hamil-
tonian. The ground state wave function of the reference system is the Slater deter-
minant, which is used for the solving of the ground state in the wave function-based
Hartree-Fock (HF) method. The Slater determinant is an expression fulfilling the
anti-symmetry requirement of a multi-electron system. However in DFT, the po-
tential term is not formed by the electronic effective potential, but by the func-
tional. The main system and this reference system are connected to each other by
the requirement that the Kohn-Sham orbitals must reproduce the electron density
of the ground state.

In order to arrive at the accurate representation of the kinetic energy, Kohn and
Sham separated the exact parts of the kinetic energy TS[ρ(r⃗)] of the non-interaction
reference system and Coulombic interaction J [ρ(r⃗)] and the approximated part of
the functional (Equation 4.4 [168]):

FKS[ρ(r⃗)] = TS[ρ(r⃗)] + J [ρ(r⃗)] + EXC [r⃗] (4.4)
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The approximated part EXC [r⃗] separated from Equation 4.2 is known as the
exchange and correlation functional consisting of the missing interacting kinetic
energy Tc[r⃗] and non-classical interaction Encl[r⃗] (Equation 4.5 [168]):

EXC [r⃗] = Tc[r⃗] + Encl[r⃗] (4.5)

As expected, choosing the right exchange-correlation functional for the right
problem is a fundamental part in applying DFT in practice. The functionals are
discussed in depth below.

4.1.2 Functionals

The simplest form of an exchange and correlation function arises from the theory of
a uniform electron gas, that has an uniform electron density at the lowest energy
level. The use of local density approximation (LDA) of EXC actually dates to
the original Kohn-Sham scheme. The functional can be written as (Equation 4.6
[168]):

ELDA
XC [ρ] =

∫︂
ρ(r⃗)εXC(ρ(r⃗))dr⃗ (4.6)

where εXC(ρ(r⃗)) is the exchange-correlation energy per particle in a uniform
electron gas of density ρ(r⃗). This quantity can be split into an exchange and corre-
lation contribution, with the exchange term obtainable analytically from electron
density. The correlation contribution has to be approximation. Of course, the
assumption of a homogeneous electron density is problematic from the viewpoint
of chemistry. Nevertheless it can be used as the foundation for the more advanced
approximations such as generalized gradient approximation (Equation 4.7 [168]):

EGGA
XC [ρα, ρβ] =

∫︂
f(ρα, ρβ,∇ρα,∇ρβ)dr⃗ (4.7)

where the gradient is introduced to take into account the non-homogeneity
of the true electron density, and α and β standing for electron spins. One of
the functionals used in this thesis is PBE [169], which is a robust GGA-based
functional. It can be further enhanced into a hybrid functional PBE0 [170], that
includes 25 % of Hartree-Fock exact exchange to improve accuracy in this field in
which DFT on its own can be lacking (Equation 4.8 [168]):

EPBE0
XC =

1

4
EHF

X +
3

4
EPBE

X + EPBE
C (4.8)

PBE and PBE0 are the functionals used in the experimental part of this thesis.
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4.1.3 Basis sets and pseudopotentials

In the following section, atom-centered and plane-wave basis sets are introduced.
Basis sets in quantum chemistry refer to the atom-specific set of basic functions
used to construct the electronic wave functions.

Usually the atom-centered basis functions are constructed from Gaussian-type
orbitals (GTO) or Slater-type orbitals (STO). While the STOs are more accurate,
combinations of more GTOs are preferred due to them being more efficient to
calculate in practice. Contracted Gaussian functions are typically constructed as
a linear combination of primitive GTOs. In double-ζ and triple-ζ basis sets the
set of functions used to construct each orbital is doubled or tripled, respectively.
Typically it is useful to only add functions to the valence orbitals, which play a
role in chemistry. Polarization functions are added to ensure that the orbitals
provide a better description of the chemical bonding. Karlsruhe basis sets with
split-valence polarization (SVP) or triple-ζ valence polarization (TZVP) are good
examples of these [171].

In plane wave basis sets, the plane waves are not centered at the nuclei, but
rather extend throughout space. For calculations with the plane-wave method,
pseudopotentials are employed [168, 172]. The pseudopotential removes core elec-
trons and replaces them with an effective potential to reduce the number of basis
functions. This way, the valence electrons are still represented explicitly, increas-
ing computational efficiency. In ultrasoft pseudopotentials (USPP) the basis sets
are further reduced by moving the charge of tightly bound orbitals away from the
core region, making them ’softer’ in the core region in terms of plane-wave kinetic
energy cutoff. An example of ultrasoft pseudopotentials for high-throughput DFT
calculations is the GBRV library [173].

In the experimental part of this thesis, the Karlsruhe SVP and TZVP basis
sets are used in conjunction with the CRYSTAL package, and the GBRV USPP
with Quantum Espresso.

4.2 Phonon calculations

4.2.1 Phonon calculations at harmonic level

There are multiple ways to practically obtain the harmonic 2nd order force con-
stants needed for example for phonon dispersions. Examples include obtaining
the vibrational properties from molecular dynamics (MD) trajectories [174], and
density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) [175, 176]. In DFPT the DFT
ground state electron density and the linear response to distortion of atomic posi-
tions of the system is used to perform a Fourier interpolation in a grid of q-points
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to obtain the second derivatives of energy in respect to atomic displacements, and
henceforth the force constants and phonon properties. However, DFPT is not
available for other methods than DFT, and for example not implemented to use
hybrid functionals. Here the focus on the finite displacement method, also known
as the the frozen-phonon approach, in which force constant matrix is obtained by
displacing each atom in a unit cell and calculating the resulting forces on other
atoms [177–179]. This is also the computational methodology implemented in the
Phonopy code used in the experimental part of this thesis [9]. However, it should
be noted that the Phonopy code can also read force constants obtained from DFPT
calculations. The ALM program included in the ALAMODE package can also be
used to obtain the harmonic force constants with the finite displacement method
or from MD trajectories and fitting algorithms [180].

The finite displacement method is often also referred to as the supercell ap-
proach, as it involves the creation of supercells constructed from the primitive cell
of the system. In these supercells, which are now free of symmetry constraints,
the atomic positions are then distorted. Symmetry still plays a role in defining the
number of displacements needed, and in practice higher symmetry of the original
primitive cell means that less supercells containing the displacements are needed.
In the Parlinski-Li-Kawazoe method, a variant of which is also used in Phonopy,
the force constants are calculated by fitting the symmetry reduced elements of
force constants from Hellmann-Feynman forces induced by displacements to linear
relations between the atomic forces and atomic displacements [179].

4.2.2 Phonon calculations at anharmonic level

The basic principles of obtaining higher order force constants with many-body
perturbation theory were introduced in Chapter 3. While in principle the finite
displacement approach can still be used to acquire the anharmonic force constants
of higher order, the crucial drawback of the latter method arises from the rapid
increase of the number of supercells needed to perform the displacement calcu-
lations. This is employed, for example, in the Phono3py code [151]. Another
drawback arises from the fact that the 3rd order, or cubic, force constants are not
necessarily enough to describe the anharmonic effects, and 4th order, or quartic,
force constants would be needed. This is true for the phonon frequency shift due
to lattice anharmonicity, crucial for obtaining finite-temperature properties. As
the calculation with finite displacement method is extremely expensive, only a few
reports of such calculations exist for simple systems [181, 182].

The perturbative approach is not perfect, either, and is not considered to neces-
sarily yield accurate enough results for severely anharmonic systems [183]. Thus,
in order to access the higher force constants with less computational cost and
more accuracy, nonperturbative methods are necessary. Ab initio molecular dy-
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namics (AIMD) trajectories consist one such way [184]. Anharmonic frequency
and linewidth of phonons are obtained from velocity projected on the phonon
eigenvector, but this requires an assumption of eigenvectors not being altered by
anharmonic effects and is only valid for simple systems. Temperature-dependent
effective potential is another AIMD-based approach [185]. In this method the
effective harmonic force constants that incorporate anharmonicity are optimized
with an AIMD simulation at a desired temperature. However, AIMD is not con-
sidered suitable for low-temperature range due to the fact that the methodology
cannot represent zero-point motion.

An interesting novel approach is also implemented in the HIPHIVE machine-
learning package [186]. HIPHIVE uses optimization techniques to find sparse so-
lutions from crystal symmetries, obtaining higher order force constants with a
smaller number of input configurations. The force constant potential constructed
can then be applied for a supercell to produce force constants and derived prop-
erties with DFT or MD.

An iterative self-consistent phonon (SCPH) theory has already been formulated
in 1970 by Werthamer [187]. This theory considers the quantum effect of phonons,
requiring the cubic and quartic force constants and is implemented in the AN-
PHON program of the ALAMODE package by Tadano [180, 183]. The ANPHON
program works in conjuction with the ALM program, the ALM program being
the tool used for fitting both the harmonic and anharmonic force constants using
different linear regression method. Other related self-consistent methods for ob-
taining the anharmonic phonon frequencies are the self-consistent ab initio lattice
dynamics (SCAILD) [188, 189] approach and stochastic self-consistent harmonic
approximation (SSCHA) [190, 191]. However, these methods do not take into ac-
count the computationally expensive quartic force constants, but rather employ
real-space methods to displace atoms in the supercell to include anharmonicity.

The SCPH route implemented in ALAMODE to obtain the temperature-dependent
anharmonic phonon frequencies can be described as (Equation 4.9 [183]):

V
[N ]
qij = ω2

qiδij +
1

2

∑︂
q1,k,l

Fqq1,ijklK[n−1]
q1,kl (4.9)

where ωqj is the harmonic phonon frequency, Fqq1,ijkl the reciprocal represen-
tation of the 4th order force constants, V [N ]

qij a matrix which can be diagonalized
as Λ

[n]
q = C

[n]†
q V

[n]
q C

[n]
q to obtain the updated phonon frequency. Unitary ma-

trix C
[n]
q transforms the harmonic phonon eigenvectors into anharmonic ones as
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W
[n]
q = WqC

[n]
q . The matrix K is defined as (Equation 4.10 [183]):

K[n]
q,ij = αK

[n]
q,ij + (1− α)K

[n]−1
q,ij , K

[n]
q,ij =

∑︂
k

C
[n]
q,kiC

[n]∗
q,kj

h̄[1 + 2n(ω
[n]
q1k

)]

2ω
[n]
q1k

(4.10)

and contains a mixing parameter α. The most computationally expensive part
is the computation of Fqq1,ijkl, where the computational complexity can be scaled
down by not calculating off-diagonal elements. After the SCPH iteration has
converged, the anharmonic correction to force constants is calculated (Equation
4.11 [183]):

∆D(r(l)) =
1

Nq

∑︂
q

(DSCPH(q)−DHarmonic(q))e
−iq×r(l) (4.11)

where DSCPH = WqC
[n]
q λn

qC
[n]†
q W †

q . In the experimental part of this thesis the
SCPH approach as implemented in the ALAMODE [180, 183] package is used to
acquire the anharmonic, finite-temperature phonon properties and lattice dynam-
ical properties of BaTiO3 and SrTiO3. ALAMODE has recently been used to
study a number of effects requiring a proper anharmonic approach, such as lattice
thermal conductivity, transport properties and thermoelectricty [192–194]. Both
BaTiO3 and SrTiO3 have likewise been studied just recently with SCPH methods,
yielding information on phase transitions and finite-temperature phonon disper-
sions [183, 195–197]. In the case of BaTiO3, a modification of SCPH based on
obtaining the temperature-dependent force constants by sampling the crystal po-
tential with a mean-square displacement (MSD) matrix at desired temperatures is
employed [197].

4.3 First-principles modelling of ferroelectrics

4.3.1 Modelling ferroelectric perovskites

In this section state-of-the-art modelling of ferroelectric perovskites is reviewed,
with a focus on BaTiO3 which is often used as prototypical systems just like in
this thesis. PbTiO3 and KNbO3 are also often used as a prototypical system to
study, and the properties and results for these structures are often compared with
BaTiO3 [198]. The ’quantum paraelectric’ SrTiO3 and the origins of its peculiar
behaviour are also discussed.

In fact, BaTiO3 is likely the first ferroelectric perovskite to be studied with
first-principles methods [199, 200]. Calculations have provided a way to under-
standing the effects behind the phase transitions, and ferroelectric distortions in
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the structure. The hybridization of Ti 3d states with O 2p states is found to be es-
sential [200]. Already these early studies with augmented plane wave method and
LDA showed a noticeable, and experimentally corroborated, difference in ferroelec-
tricity between BaTiO3 and PbTiO3. In PbTiO3 Pb 6s and O 2p also hybridize,
leading to stabilization of its tetragonal phase, while in BaTiO3 the interaction
of Ba 5s and O 2p is purely ionic, favouring the rhombohedral structure at 0 K.
The same also applies for KNbO3, showing the similarity of the behaviour of the
alkali-metal cation [198]. KNbO3 and BaTiO3 are also markedly similar in their
phonon dispersions.

Subsequent first-principles studies have enabled the description of the origin
of ferroelectricity. In the cubic, paraelectric phases of perovskites, the lowest-
frequency polar TO phonon mode is observed to become softer and reach zero
at the Tc, leading to the transition to a ferroelectric phase [198]. The origin of
the mode has been ascribed to the mixed ionic-covalent character of the bonding
between the B cation (Ti in case of BaTiO3) and O with first-principles calcula-
tions. The unstable polar mode is characterised with the T1u symmetry, and there
are in total three optical modes with the same symmetry in the cubic perovskite
structure. At phase transition to the tetragonal P4mm structure, the T1u phonon
modes split to A1u and Eu [198].

First-principles calculations have also revealed anomalous behaviour of the
Born effective charges, and their relation with the property of ferroelectricity
[156, 201]. Born effective charges are tensors that are defined as the first derivative
of polarization with respect to atomic displacement (Equation 4.12 [198]):

Z∗
iαβ =

Ω

e

∂Pα

∂uiβ

(4.12)

with Ω the volume of the primitive cell, P polarization and u displacements.
Large deviations are noticed in perovskite ferroelectrics from the formal charges
[198]. The larger than expected values for the B cation and one of the oxygen
atoms is again explained by the ionic-covalent character, and hybridization of the
O 2p orbitals. Polarization for displacement along the B-O chain is typically larger
than that perpendicular to the chain, yielding a large mode effective charge for the
unstable polar mode. This in turn is the origin of giant LO-TO splitting in the
compounds [202]. Further studies have also shown, that in fact there is to some
extent hybridization between Ti and O in BaTiO3, and the bound is more covalent
than previously thought [203].

Phonon dispersion of the cubic phase of BaTiO3, as well as of the other cubic
perovskites such as PbTiO3 and PbZrO3, has been extensively studied [204, 205].
These comparative studies have allowed for the further comparison of the related
compounds, and have further confirmed the contribution of Pb in inducing fer-
roelectricity in PbTiO3. However, in PbZrO3 it has been observed that Zr is
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less involved in the unstable modes than Ti. However, reports on the phonon
dispersions of the other non-centrosymmetric, ferroelectric phases are much more
scarce. For example, there exists only report for the rhombohedral ground state
of BaTiO3. In general, the lower temperature phases have received less atten-
tion, but studies with the hybrid PBE0 functional have nevertheless been reported
[206]. Finite-temperature phonon dispersions for the cubic and tetragonal phase
have very recently been reported using SCPH and PBEsol functional [197].

Phase transitions in BaTiO3 have been investigated with inclusion of tempera-
ture using first-principles effective Hamiltonians of soft-mode and strain degrees of
freedom [207, 208] and an interatomic potential approach called shell model [209].
While the correct order of transitions is reproduced, the temperature values have
large errors. This is due to, among other things, an incorrect handling of thermal
expansion. Investigations of the first-principles phase transitions have also resulted
in an interesting discovery on the role of strain. Setting polarization-strain cou-
pling to zero results in the change of sequence of phase transitions in BaTiO3 [208].
The transitions are reduced to a single cubic-rhombohedral transition, indicating
that the tetragonal and orthorhombic phases are stabilized by strain coupling.
Spontaneous polarizations have also been reported in these studies, and will be
discussed further in the next part of this section. Recent studies employing the
SCPH approach to incorporate anharmonicity have predicted the phase transition
temperature more correctly, reporting a value of 455 K for the cubic-to-tetragonal
transition, comparing reasonably well with the experimental value of 393 K [197].

Recently, doping of BaTiO3 with electron and hole doping has been investigated
[210]. This has resulted in observations that there are three factors influencing
ferroelectricity in the doped structure. These are reportedly structural effects from
impurity ion size, electronic effects from charge carriers, and changes the unit-cell.
An interesting additional observation is that small hole concentrations actually
improve the polarization, while in other cases investigated the introduction of
carriers leads to the reduction of polarization.

SrTiO3 is described as a ’quantum paraelectric’ as the structure does not tran-
sition to a ferroelectric phase in the cubic (Pm3m) to tetragonal (I 4/mcm) transi-
tion at 105 K as would be expected [211, 212]. The quantum fluctuation effect pre-
venting the adoption of a ferroelectric state is called an antiferrodistortive (AFD)
transition as opposed to a ferroelectric transition. The effect arises from oxygen
octahedra having rotated in opposite senses in neighboring unit cells, effectively
meaning that the SrTiO3 tetragonal structure should be represented as a supercell.
Interestingly, first-principles have shown that the quantum fluctuations also play
a role in BaTiO3, where the phase transition temperatures are reportedly lowered
by it [212]. Recently the quantum paraelectric phase has also been fully accessed
with first-principles calculations correctly, as previous calculations often falsely
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predicted a phase transition to a ferroelectric state between 105 and 0 K [213].
Ferroelectricity of SrTiO3 remains a promising topic of computational investiga-
tion, especially as recently ferroelectricity has been reported from first-principles
in strained SrTiO3 structures [214].

Studies of ferroelectric perovskites from first-principles have developed into
extensive studies of not only the fundamental properties, but also to study of
nanostructures, solid solutions, doping and various other modifications [198, 215,
216]. These new developments have been enabled by more efficient and accurate
computational codes, and it is likely that new interesting modelling studies will
continue in the years to come. A full discussion of all the promising possibilities in
modelling ferroelectric perovskites can however not be afforded within this scope,
given the sheer broadness of the subject.

4.3.2 Implementation of the modern theory of polarization

The modern theory of polarization introduced in Chapter 3 is readily employed
in multiple quantum chemical calculation codes, such as Quantum Espresso [217]
and CRYSTAL [218, 219] used in this thesis. The implementation slightly dif-
fers between the codes, as in CRYSTAL a centrosymmetric paraelectric reference
structure is calculated at λ = 0 and the polarization obtained as the difference of
that with respect to the ferroelectric structure at λ = 1. However, in QE, only
the ferroelectric structure is computed, as the polarization of the centrosymmetric
reference is assumed as zero. In this section, the developments in polarization
calculations, as well as some practical considerations are discussed.

The first compound for which polarization calculations were carried out was in
fact not a ferroelectric, but wurtzite-structured BeO. The approach did not use
the modern theory of polarization, either, but rather a difficult calculation utilis-
ing charge density of finite thickness slabs [153]. The subsequent modern theory
of polarization employing the Berry phase was first reported for tetragonal per-
ovskite KNbO3 [156]. Already this initial study led to an important observation for
practical calculations. The macroscopic spontaneous polarization of ferroelectric
perovskites at finite temperature could be calculated using a ’frozen’ ionic con-
figurations, the structural parameters at the temperature in which the tetragonal
KNbO3 structure is stable (543 K). KNbO3 is also the structure of choice in the
original implementation of Berry phase calculation in the CRYSTAL code [219].

Another route to obtaining the values for spontaneous polarization is based
on integration of polarization changes along the path from the centrosymmetric
structure to the non-centrosymmetric ferroelectric structure using the Born effec-
tive charges [203]. The Born effective charges are however affected by the atomic
displacements and should thus carefully be evaluated along the path. Spontaneous
polarization in the different phases of BaTiO3 has been studied with experimental
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Table 4.1: Reported first-principles values for the spontaneous polarization (Ps,
(C/m2)) of different BaTiO3 phases.
BaTiO3 phase Experiment [220] LDA [202] Heff [207] Shell model [209]
Tetragonal 0.27 0.30 0.30 0.17
Orthorhombic 0.30 0.26 0.37 0.14
Rhombohedral 0.33 0.44 0.45 0.13

structural parameters and LDA [202], and by taking the temperature into account
with an effective Hamiltonian based on LDA in Monte Carlo simulations [207] and
a shell model approach [209]. The reported values and experimental reference are
reported in Table 4.1.

A topic which has not been widely covered in previous textbooks and articles
on calculations with the modern theory of polarization is the matter of supercells.
While essentially there is no problem in calculating the spontaneous polarization
for them, as manifested in studies on magnetic systems [221] and solid solutions
[222], the nature of Equation 3.9 means that the variation of primitive cell size
changes the polarization quantum. Thus, for larger primitive cells representing
either defects, solid solutions, or in the case of this thesis temperature-dependent
displacements, decreased separations between polarization branches are expected.
This underlines the importance of checking the validity of the polarization values
with intermediate values of λ.

4.4 Modelling pyroelectric coefficients

4.4.1 Molecular dynamics approach

First modern modelling studies of pyroelectricity are in fact predated by inves-
tigations of the converse, electrocaloric effect in PZT. In the pioneering study
first-principles-based effective Hamiltonians are combined with molecular dynam-
ics in which an electric field is first applied and the system equilibrated under fixed
temperature. The thermostat is then turned off for later steps and the temperature
changes induced by an ac electric field can be observed [223, 224]. Later studies
using effective Hamiltonians and MD or Monte Carlo simulations have studied
the electrocaloric effect, strain effects and associated phase transitions in com-
pounds such as Pb(Mg,Nb)O3 [225], BZT [226], Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 [227] and BaTiO3

[228–230].
In contrast, the pyroelectric effect remains much less studied. In the first

modelling take on the subject Peng and Cohen used a first-principles-based shell
model potential coupled with molecular dynamics to study LiNbO3 [6]. Density
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functional perturbation theory (DFPT) with local density approximation (LDA)
was used to obtain the phonons, effective charges and dielectric constants. A shell
model in which every atom is represented by a massive core coupled to a mass-
less shell with core-shell displacements describing polarization was then employed
[231]. This model containing core-shell coupling, long-range, and short range inter-
actions had its parameters fitted using the DFPT results and was used for classical
molecular dynamics simulations, in which the spontaneous polarization itself was
evaluated. An isothermal anisotropic cosntant pressure ensemble (NσT ) was used
to study the pyroelectric coefficient, with a constant strain ensemble (NϵT ) used
to obtain the difference giving the secondary pyroelectric coefficient [6]. The pri-
mary coefficient was also separately computed using a canonical (NV T ) ensemble
to confirm the results. The results, including the room temperature total pyro-
electric coefficient of -107.7 µCm-2K-1 and contributions to it, as well as elastic
moduli, piezoelectric strain constants, piezoelectric stress constants, and various
other properties were found to be in good agreement with experiment and values
derivable from experimental data.

The main observation of Peng and Cohen based on these results is the almost
total dependency of pyroelectricity on the change in LiNbO3 structure with in-
creasing temperature. The changes in this case are the fractional displacements of
Li and O along the polar axis, for which matching values of Ps are calculated using
Born effective charges and the ionic displacements. Based on this they conclude
that pyroelectricity arises from the average anharmonic internal atomic displace-
ments with respect to temperature, which eventually leads to phase transition at
Tc. They further propose that pyroelectric coefficients could be obtained by sim-
ply studying the structural changes in crystal structures with for example X-ray
diffraction and first-principles theoretical effective charges, that can nowadays be
readily computed. The idea actually dates back to work by Donnay who studied
the structure changes of tourmaline [232]. Interestingly, a recent review article on
pyroelectric measurements includes a mention of an approach coupling DFT and
temperature-dependent atomic positions from XRD measurements to study pyro-
electricity in a Master’s thesis, but this work has not appeared in peer-reviewed
form so far, nor does the article mention the work by Peng and Cohen [24].

4.4.2 First-principles lattice dynamics approach

The second recent approach towards modelling pyroelectricity is based on lattice
dynamics methods and the Born-Szigeti theory of pyroelectricity discussed earlier
in Chapter 3. This approach has been pioneered by Liu, Allen, Pantelides, and
other coworkers from 2016 onwards [7, 8, 166]. The first pyroelectric materials
studied with the method are wurtzite-structured, non-ferroelectric GaN and ZnO.
This is in contrast to ferroelectric LiNbO3 studied by Peng and Cohen [6], as
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secondary pyroelectricity is generally more significant in non-ferroelectrics due in
part to the lower primary coefficient. In the work by Liu et al. the primary effect
is obtained based on the Born-Szigeti theory, and the secondary effect is then
obtained using measured external strains and computed piezoelectric coefficients.

Liu et al. base their computational approach on the rigid-ion contribution to
the primary pyroelectricity (Equation 3.11), and symmetry considerations of the
wurtzite structure. The source of pyroelectricity in the wurtzite structure are the
q⃗ = 0 phonon modes with A1 symmetry, with lattice anharmonicity allowing for
the amplitudes Q0⃗j to develop static thermal internal strains. The other modes
q⃗λ have no first-order static effect, but the second-order static mean-square am-
plitude increases with temperature causing electron-phonon contribution, which is
however ignored in the work. Later erratum [233] and the subsequent article on 2D
and 3D pyroelectricity [166] however reports that the electron-phonon contribu-
tion (Equation 3.12) is in fact not negligible. The electronic-structure calculations
the study were carried out using Quantum Espresso and local density approxi-
mation (LDA) with Troullier-Martins norm-conserving pseudopotentials. Phonon
calculations and anharmonic coefficients were computed with density-functional
perturbation theory (DFPT). The primary pyroelectric coefficient from rigid-ion
contribution in wurtzite-structurees is then obtained by (Equation 4.13 [7]):

p
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1 (T ) =

e

Ω

∑︂
j,κα

Zβα
κ
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Ω
Z
d(uc)

dT
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with u standing for displacement, Ω for unit cell volume, Z for the Born effective
charge, κ for atom units, α for direction of an atomic displacement, and β for
direction of the spontaneous polarization. Based on this, the primary coefficient
can be written as (Equation 4.14 [7]):
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(4.14)
with V3 the third-order anharmonic coefficient of the active mode 0⃗j, ϵκα the

normalized α-Cartesian component of the eigenvector of the harmonic dynamical
matrix, ω0⃗j the phonon mode frequency, and with the sum on q⃗λ running over
all phonon branches of the Brillouin zone. Additional considerations arise from
the LO-TO splitting at the Γ point or when q⃗ approaches 0 due to the long-
range E field of the LO polar vibration [149]. Thus, the frequency along the
transverse branch A1(TO), or approaching along the xy plane is used instead of
the longitudinal branch A1(LO) along the c axis, as A1(TO) corresponds to the
pyroelectric distortion in zero electric field [7].
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The main observation of the work is that the total pyroelectric coefficients (ca.
-3 µCm-2K-1 for GaN and -7 for ZnO µCm-2K-1 at 300 K) are in reasonable agree-
ment with experimentally obtained values, although the secondary pyroelectric
coefficients can only be considered rough estimates due to uncertainty of com-
puted piezoelectric constants [7]. The secondary pyroelectric coefficient was found
to become more important as temperature increases, with the primary coefficient
clearly dominating at lower temperatures. The results were also compared with an
experimental study on the contribution of acoustic and optical modes to the pyro-
electric coefficient in GaN, in which the acoustic contribution is described with the
Debye function and the optical contribution with the Einstein function [234]. The
calculations of Liu et al. indicate that the contributions are in fact more complex,
especially at lower temperatures [7].

In a follow-up study Liu and Pantelides expand on the lattice dynamics ap-
proach by also taking into account the electron-phonon renormalization contri-
bution (Equation 3.12) to the primary coefficient [166]. This was done with the
help of spontaneous polarization calculations using the Berry phase theory imple-
mented in Quantum Espresso and the second-order polarization expansion coef-
ficients ∂2/∂Q2

q⃗λ. The inclusion of the electron-phonon contribtuon changes the
total pyroelectric coefficient to ca. -10 µCm-2K-1 for ZnO and -6 µCm-2K-1 for GaN
at 300 K [166]. The approach is further used to predict out-of-plane pyroelectricity
the 2D monolyar structure MoSSe and in-plane pyroelectricity in GeS monolayer
with the generalized gradient apporximation (GGA) and ABINIT package. Con-
tributions from the secondary pyroelectric coefficient were found to be stronger in
the monolayers, becoming dominant in GeS. Furthermore, the signs of the pri-
mary coefficient contributions from the rigid-ion contribution and phonon-electron
renormalization contribution were found to have opposite signs in the monolayers.

The lattice dynamics approach has further been used to study pyroelectricity
in the ferroelectric orthorhombic (Pca21) phase of Si-doped HfO2, supplemented
with experimental measurements and ab initio molecular dynamics [8]. Si-doped
HfO2 is an emerging pyroelectric material that can be deposited with ALD, with
the theoretical study helping to reveal the origins of pyroelectricity in it [29].

In studying HfO2, Liu et al. again focus solely on the rigid-ion contribution
(Equations 3.11, 4.13, and 4.14) to primary pyroelectricity [8]. Electronic structure
calculations were carried out with Quantum Espresso package using DFT and
DFPT lattice dynamics calculations with LDA and ultrasoft pseudopotentials. The
value of pyroelectric coefficient from lattice dynamics for the pure orthorhombic
HfO2 (-38 µCm-2K-1) is comparable with experimentally measured value for ALD-
deposited Al-doped HfO2 (-36 µCm-2K-1) measured within the same work. Liu
et. al argue that the pyroelectric contribution in pure orthorhombic HfO2 arises
primarily from the second pyroelectric coefficient caused by negative longitudinal
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piezoelectricity. They further argue that the phonon modes with A1 symmetry
are only slightly anharmonic, thus leading to minimal rigid-ion contribution to the
primary coefficient.

In the second part of the same study Liu et. al use ab initio molecular dynamics
simulations within the SIESTA package to further study the secondary pyroelec-
tric effect [8]. NV T and NPT ensembles are employed to study the behaviour of
orthorhombic HfO2 with disallowed and allowed thermal expansion, respectively.
A larger decrease in polarization and thus a larger pyroelectric coefficient is found
in the latter simulation, further supporting the argument that the pyroelectricity
in orthorhombic HfO2 is chiefly due to the secondary effect. A temperature-driven
phase transition to the non-polar tetragonal phase is also observed at 850 K, con-
sistent with experimal observations [30]. A large pyroelectric response is associated
with the phase transition.

Lastly, the effect of Si doping on the pyroelectricity of orthorhombic HfO2 is
discussed [8]. Liu et al. report that the inclusion of Si dopants brings down the
phase transition temperature. This is also corroborated by experimental reports
[30]. Liu et al. suggest that the pyroelectric effect of Si-doped HfO2 arises mainly
from the primary effect, as the introduction of Si perturbs the structure introduc-
ing stronger anharmonicity. However, the thermal expansion and piezoelectricity
of the lattice do not depend on the Si concentration, and thus the negative lon-
gitudinal piezoelectric effect driving secondary pyroelectric effect persists in the
Si-doped HfO2. They further propose that other dopants such as Sr, Ce, and Y
might have a further effect on pyroelectric behaviour, and hint at future work on
the subject.



Chapter 5

Computational details

5.1 Quantum Espresso package

Calculations of cubic SrTiO3, and cubic and tetragonal BaTiO3 supercells to
obtain the force constants up to the 4th order, and subsequent calculations of
finite-temperature displaced structures and spontaneous polarization of tetrago-
nal BaTiO3 were out with version 6.7 of the Quantum Espresso package [217].
DFT-PBE method and GBRV ultrasoft pseudopotentials were employed [173].
Kinetic energy cutoff was set at 40 Ry for wave functions, and 200 Ry for for
charge density and potential.

The optimization of the structures of the primitive cells was done using total
energy change threshold of 10−6 Ry, force convergence threshold of 10−5 Ry, and
electron convergence threshold of 10−9 Ry, and using the lattice constants obtained
from the CRYSTAL calculations as a starting point. For primitive cells, k-point
meshes of 8 × 8 × 8 were used for BaTiO3 and SrTiO3. k-point meshes were
constructed depending on the supercell size, with a mesh of 4 × 4 × 4 used for 2
× 2 × 2 supercells, 3 × 3 × 3 used for 3 × 3 × 3 supercells and 2 × 2 × 2 used
for 4 × 4 × 4 supercells.

Polarization calculations with Quantum Espresso employ the Berry phase method
[157, 235]. 10 k-points were used along each symmetry string.

5.2 ALAMODE package

Self-consistent phonon calculations were carried out using version 1.2.0 of the
ALAMODE package [180, 183]. Fitting of harmonic and anharmonic cubic and
quartic force constants was done using the ordinary least-squares fit implemented
in ALM code, with the supercell DFT calculations to obtain interatomic forces car-
ried out in Quantum Espresso [217]. The anharmonic correction to the harmonic
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force constants was used to extract effective force constants at finite-temperatures.
Full details of each SCPH calculation run, including the k-meshes, fitting parame-
ters and supercells used for anharmonic force constants are included in the respec-
tive discussions in the following Chapter.

The temperature-dependent phonon dispersions are all plotted without the
non-analytical correction, as the correction would not have an effect on the phonon
eigenvectors used for the subsequent calculation steps. Likewise, the non-analytic
corrections methods using the mixed-space approach [236] implemented in ALAM-
ODE yielded non-physical results for the 3 × 3 × 3 supercell sizes near the edge
of the Brillouin zone, and thus it is ignored in all the reported phonon dispersions.

Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of dynamical matrices were extracted from the
effective finite-temperature force constants. The displaced structures used for
computing spontaneous polarizations were created based on the potential en-
ergy surface and random normal-coordinate displacement methods, employing the
temperature-dependent phonon eigenvectors. For potential energy surface dis-
placements an amplitude range of -0.5 to 0.5 amu1/2 Å was used.

Final values of spontaneous polarization were calculated by displacing struc-
tures along a single mode with the finite-temperature eigenvectors and temperature-
dependent maximum displacement value obtained from the Bose-Einstein distri-
bution.

5.3 CRYSTAL package

Polymorphs of BaTiO3 and SrTiO3 perovskites were also studied with the CRYS-
TAL17 package with DFT-PBE0 method [218] and rhe PBE0 functional with 25
% Hartree-Fock exact exchange [170]. Basis sets employed were Karlsruhe-type
TZVP for Ti cations and O anions and SVP for the Ba and Sr cations [171].
Primitive cell structures were optimized with the symmetry constraints in prim-
itive cells, and using a k-mesh of 12 × 12 × 12, except for the tetragonal and
hypothetical monoclinic polymorph of SrTiO3, for which a k-mesh of 8 × 8 × 8
was employed.

Harmonic frequency calculations at the Γ point were carried out to confirm
the rhombohedral structure of BaTiO3 as a minimum, and to evaluate the size of
imaginary frequencies in BaTiO3 and SrTiO3 polymorphs [237, 238]. Distortion
along imaginary modes was used to search for a 0 K structure of SrTiO3 with
DFT-PBE0 level of theory.

The Berry phase method of modern theory of polarization was used to calculate
the spontaneous polarization values of the polymorphs of BaTiO3 [219]. For the
Berry phase calculations the number of k-point mesh was increased to 12 × 12 ×
12 using the NEWK keyword. Correct assignment of the polarization branches was
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done using intermediate values of displacement from the centrosymmetric structure
λ.

5.4 Phonopy package

Version 2.9.1 of the Phonopy package was used to supplement the CRYSTAL
calculations in order to investigate the phonon dispersions of BaTiO3 and SrTiO3

at 0 K to evaluate the existence imaginary phonon frequencies beyond the Γ point.
The supercell sizes employed in the Phonopy+CRYSTAL approach were 3 × 3 ×
3, with the exception of rhombohedral BaTiO3 were sizes up to 5 × 5 × 5 were
employed. The choices of the k-mesh sizes for supercells were similar to QE, save
for tetragonal SrTiO3, where a k-mesh of 2 × 2 × 2 was used. Phonopy was
also used in conjunction with QE to investigate the hypothetical 0 K structure of
SrTiO3 taking into account the rotation of the Ti octahedra. These calculations
employed the same QE parameters as above, with a k-mesh of 4 × 4 × 4 used for
2 × 2 × 2 supercells.

Non-analytic correction was included in the phonon dispersions with the method
by Gonze based on the Ewald summation approach used by default in Phonopy
[149]. The likewise implemented method by Wang was used concurrently to check
and compare the results [236].

Phonopy was further used to obtain the irreducible representations of the
phonon modes of tetragonal BaTiO3 at the Γ point with the harmonic approxima-
tion to complement the mode-by-mode analysis of the polarization results [239].



Chapter 6

Results and discussion

In this Chapter the results of the experimental part of the thesis are introduced
and discussed. The self-consistent phonon calculation (SCPH) results, the param-
eters used, and the obtained finite-temperature phonon dispersions are introduced
first. The finite-temperature corrections to force constants and the associated
phonon eigenvectors form the basis for creating finite-temperature displacements
used to study spontaneous polarization above 0 K. The spontaneous polarization
of tetragonal BaTiO3 is studied separately for each phonon mode and at different
temperatures in order to shed light on the physical origin of the phenomenon and
to obtain the primary pyroelectric coefficients. Lastly, the energetics, polariza-
tion, and phonon dispersion results for various BaTiO3 and SrTiO3 polymorphs
are reviewed, these results being directly linked to the eventual endeavour to study
pyroelectricity in ferroelectric perovskites entirely with hybrid-DFT methods. Fur-
thermore, the results of the spontaneous polarization in BaTiO3 at 0 K help in
understanding the results obtained at finite temperatures.

6.1 Self-consistent phonon calculations

The general workflow of the calculation of harmonic and anharmonic force con-
stants with the ALM code and SCPH calculations with the ANPHON code is
illustrated in Figure 6.1.

6.1.1 Cubic SrTiO3

The room-temperature polymorph of SrTiO3 is a cubic structure crystallizing in
space group Pm3m. The finite-temperature phonon dispersion of cubic SrTiO3

was used to firstly check the validity of the SCPH approach using QE and the
PBE-USPP methodology, as the same structure was investigated by Tadano in
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Figure 6.1: Schematic illustration of the SCPH calculation procedure.

the original implementation of the ALAMODE/ANPHON SCPH approach [183].
A 2 × 2 × 2 supercell was used for cubic SrTiO3. The harmonic 2nd order force
constants were fitted using four symmetry-dependent displacements represented in
supercell structures, while the anharmonic 3rd and 4th order force constants were
fitted from 40 randomized displacements represented in supercell structures. All
possible interatomic harmonic terms were considered, but a cutoff of 7.3 Bohr was
employed for the anharmonic terms to include nearest and next-nearest neighbours.
A SCPH k-mesh of 2 × 2 × 2 was employed for the SCPH calculations in the
ANPHON code. A mixing parameter α value of 0.2 was employed. The resulting
finite-temperature phonon dispersion at 300 K is presented in Figure 6.2.

The resulting dispersions are in good agreement with the dispersion reported
by Tadano [183] (Figure 6.3), who also employed a 2 × 2 × 2 supercell and
provides a finite-temperature phonon dispersion at 300 K. The fit is very good
especially for the higher frequencies, but some of the lower frequencies around the
Γ point show some differences. The difference in the highest-frequency optical
mode can be attributed to the non-analytic correction included in the work by
Tadano. Interestingly the experimental data included by Tadano does not exactly
fit on the curvatures of the modes between 0 and 100 cm-1 in his dispersion, but
would show a better fit in here.
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Figure 6.2: Finite-temperature anharmonic phonon dispersion relation of cubic
SrTiO3 (STO) at 300 K in green. The harmonic phonon dispersion at 0 K is
plotted in blue.
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Figure 6.3: Finite-temperature anharmonic phonon dispersion relation (solid line)
of cubic SrTiO3 (STO) at 300 K reported by Tadano [183] along with the harmonic
dispersion (dotted line) and experimental results (red markers) for reference.
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6.1.2 Cubic BaTiO3

The polymorph of BaTiO3 above 400 K is a cubic structure crystallizing in space
group Pm3m. SCPH calculations with 2 × 2 × 2 supercells were observed to only
converge up to 650 K or 700 K depending on the magnitude of randomized dis-
placements. Increasing the number of randomized displacements to 60 supercells
or changing the cutoff radius of the anharmonic terms were not found to improve
convergence, either. Thus 3 × 3 × 3 supercells had to be employed to obtain the
finite-temperature phonon dispersion of cubic BaTiO3.

The harmonic 2nd order force constants were fitted using four symmetry-
dependent displacements represented in supercell structures, while the anharmonic
3rd and 4th order force constants were fitted from 40 randomized displacements
represented in supercell structures. All possible interatomic harmonic terms were
considered, but a cutoff of 8.5 Bohr was employed for the anharmonic terms to
include nearest and next-nearest neighbours. A SCPH k-mesh of 3 × 3 × 3 was
employed for the SCPH calculations in the ANPHON code. A mixing parameter
α value of 0.1 was employed. The resulting finite-temperature phonon dispersion
at 300 K is presented in Figure 6.4.

The results at 300 K are in good agreement with the previously reported SCPH
results for cubic BaTiO3 at 500 K (Figure 6.5) [197]. Some differences occur in
the shapes of the modes at around the Γ point near 200 cm-1, but the values
at Γ in general show a good agreement with both the SCPH results and the
included experimental references. Differences can be attributed to the different
SCPH methods employed, as well as the fact that the reported temperature of the
dispersion is different. The larger difference in the highest-frequency mode is due
to omission of the non-analytic correction in the dispersion.
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Figure 6.4: Finite-temperature anharmonic phonon dispersion relation of cubic
BaTiO3 (BTO) at 300 K in green. The harmonic phonon dispersion at 0 K is
plotted in blue.
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Figure 6.5: Finite-temperature anharmonic phonon dispersion relation (blue line)
of cubic BaTiO3 (BTO) at 500 K reported in [197] along with the harmonic dis-
persion (grey line) and markers of experimental data for reference.
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6.1.3 Tetragonal BaTiO3

The SCPH runs did not converge over 150 K using 2 × 2 × 2 supercells and over
350 K using 3 × 3 × 3 supercells. The convergence was not improved by increasing
the number of anharmonic displacements, just like for cubic BaTiO3. Increasing
the SCPH k-mesh from 2 × 2 × 2 to 3 × 3 × 3 improved the SCPH convergence
by 100 K for the 3 × 3 × 3 supercells. Due to the lack of convergence with the
smaller configurations, a supercell of 4 × 4 × 4 was eventually used for tetragonal
BaTiO3.

The harmonic 2nd order force constants were fitted using 13 symmetry-dependent
displacements represented in supercell structures, while the anharmonic 3rd and
4th order force constants were fitted from 40 randomized displacements represented
in supercell structures. All possible interatomic harmonic terms were considered,
but a cutoff of 8.5 Bohr was employed for the anharmonic terms to include nearest
and next-nearest neighbours. A SCPH k-mesh of 4 × 4 × 4 was employed for the
SCPH calculations in the ANPHON code. A mixing parameter α value of 0.1 was
employed. The resulting finite-temperature phonon dispersion at 300 K and 400
K is presented in Figure 6.6.

The tetragonal phonon dispersion at 400 K is also in good agreement with the
previously reported SCPH results for tetragonal BaTiO3 at 400 K (Figure 6.7)
[197]. Again, the large difference in the highest-frequency optical mode is due to
omission of the non-analytic correction in the result of this work. The dispersions
are also markedly different in the range between about 300 and 500 cm-1, but this
is likely due to both the different q-path around Γ and the lack of non-analytic
correction. The decrease in the frequency one of the modes around 100 cm-1 when
compared to the harmonic results is well-represented in both dispersions. In this
case no experimental data is reported for further evaluation of the dispersions. The
reciprocal space q-path is also slightly different, and there are notable differences
in the 0 K dispersion in the imaginary frequencies along the path.
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Figure 6.6: Finite-temperature anharmonic phonon dispersion relation of tetrago-
nal BaTiO3 at 300 K and 400 K obtained with SCPH in green and red, respectively.
The harmonic phonon dispersion at 0 K is plotted in blue.
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Figure 6.7: Finite-temperature anharmonic phonon dispersion relation (blue line)
of cubic BaTiO3 (BTO) at 400 K reported in [197] along with the harmonic dis-
persion (grey line) for reference.
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6.1.4 Observations

The inclusion of anharmonicity via the SCPH method was found to be enough
to remove the imaginary frequency modes for all of the studied structures. In-
deed, as observed in Figure 6.6, the temperature-dependent differences between
the phonon mode frequencies from SCPH at different temperatures are small, and
mostly occur on lower frequency optical modes. At higher frequencies the dif-
ferences between the harmonic phonon dispersion and anharmonic dispersion are
likewise small for tetragonal BaTiO3, but for the cubic BaTiO3 and SrTiO3 more
marked differences are observable. Of course, when considering the Γ point dif-
ferences it should be remembered that these dispersions are plotted without the
non-analytical correction.

As for the optimization of the SCPH convergence, it was found that the single
most important factor was the choice of the supercell configuration, as the testing
of the different parameters, such as the mixing parameter or fitting methods of
the anharmonic force constants and number of randomized displacements did not
yield any improvements of note. Of these parameters, the SCPH k-mesh size was
found to be the most relevant, but even it did not enable the convergence of the
SCPH run through the 0 to 1000 K range.
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6.2 Spontaneous polarization in BaTiO3

The methodology to obtain the spontaneous polarization values and eventual pri-
mary pyroelectric coefficients of BaTiO3 at finite temperatures is illustrated in
Figure 6.8. The initial part of the procedure is based on the SCPH method of
obtaining finite temperature phonon dispersions, anharmonic correction of force
constants and finite-temperature eigenvectors, illustrated above in Figure 6.1. In
total a production run using the methodology described here takes about 40 super-
cell calculations to obtain the phonon eigenvectors at desired temperatures, and
then around 10 supercell calculations at each temperature and reciprocal space
point for each mode to evaluate contributions to pyroelectricity. Once the contri-
butions are checked, only two supercells displaced by maximum value associated
with the finite-temperature eigenvector and their Berry phase calculations for each
relevant mode are needed to arrive at the value of the primary pyroelectric constant
at a desired temperature.

SCPH result
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displacements
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coordinate Q 
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Displacements
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coordinate
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Figure 6.8: Schematic illustration of the SCPH-based methodology for obtaining
the finite-temperature spontaneous polarizations and primary pyroelectric coeffi-
cients.

Randomized displacements at finite temperatures based on the phonon eigen-
vectors obtained from the SCPH calculations were first employed as systems to
study the temperature dependence of pyroelectricity in tetragonal BaTiO3, imi-
tating the approach by Cohen [6]. However, based on these displacements, the
polarization values did not show a large enough change through the temperature
range to obtain data on the pyroelectric effect. Displacement were also directed
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to the Cartesian x and y directions, complicating the Berry phase calculations.
In addition fitting to the right polarization branch was found to be difficult with
entirely randomized displacements, thus making the approach impractical with the
Berry phase method.

6.2.1 Sampling the phonon modes in reciprocal space

Previous first-principles modelling by Liu et al. [7, 8] only considered the con-
tributions of phonon modes at the Γ point based on the Born-Szigeti theory of
polarization. We investigated the effect further by sampling the behaviour of the
phonon modes throughout the q-path in the reciprocal space of tetragonal BaTiO3

(Figure 3.1). When distorting the structures along the phonon mode, changes
in polarization were only noticed at the Γ point (Figure 6.9). The spontaneous
polarization values of all modes are fitted to the same branch going through the
value of -0.28 C/m2 at zero displacement. The changes in polarization were found
to be negligible at the other points of the reciprocal space, agreeing with the in-
terpretation of Liu et al.. The changes in polarization associated with the modes
6, 12, 15 at the reciprocal space points Z, A, M, R, and X are illustrated in Figure
6.10 using the same scale for comparison.
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Figure 6.9: Changes of polarization associated with mode-specific displacements
of all phonon modes of tetragonal BaTiO3 at 300 K at Γ point.
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Figure 6.10: Changes of polarization associated with mode-specific displacements
of modes 6, 12, and 15 of tetragonal BaTiO3 at 300 K at the Γ point (a) and the
reciprocal space points Z (b), R (c), A (d), X (e), and M (f).
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6.2.2 Phonon mode contributions and effect of temperature

The phonon modes were further evaluated at the Γ point. Three optical modes
(6, 12, 15) of A1 symmetry at 0 K were identified as the modes contributing
to pyroelectricity due to the noticeable changes in polarization associated with
them (Figure 6.9). The acoustic mode of A1 symmetry was not found to exhibit
similar effects. Based on this, the pyroelectric effect of BaTiO3 can be described
as arising chiefly from the optical A1 modes, showing characteristic displacement
in the Cartesian z direction, in line with previous explanations of ferroelectricity
in BaTiO3 and the first-principles pyroelectric modelling of Liu et. al for different
materials.

Visual investigation of the mode showed them to consist of displacement of
the Ti atom in its octahedra for modes 12 and 15. In mode 6 the displacement is
different, as the entire octahedra moves in the z direction, instead of just displace-
ment of the Ti atom and the O atoms perpendicular to z direction. For mode 6
displacement of the Ba atoms in the z direction is also observed.

Temperature-dependence of the modes was also studied, with the changes in po-
larization of the three optical A1 modes presented in Figure 6.11. The contribution
from mode 6 diminishes with increasing temperature, with the contribution dimin-
ishing almost completely above 600 K. The effect is associated with the phonon
mode changing, as there is increased movement of the Ti atoms and the entire oc-
tahedra perpendicular to the z direction. However, more important is the change
in direction of the displacement, as while the absolute value of the displacements
in z the direction are almost the same for both 300 K and 400 K, the direction
is reversed. The displacement associated with mode 12 also changes direction be-
tween 600 and 900 K, explaining the change in the polarization behaviour at 900
K.
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Figure 6.11: Changes of polarization associated with mode-specific displacements
of the optical modes of symmetry A1 (6, 12, 15) of tetragonal BaTiO3 at 300 K (a),
600 K (b), and 900 K (c) at Γ point using eigenvectors of temperature-dependent
force constants. The displacements themselves are not temperature-dependent.
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6.2.3 Pyroelectric coefficient of BaTiO3 at 300 K

Finally, the primary pyroelectric coefficient of tetragonal BaTiO3 was evaluated
at 300 K and 400 K by considering each phonon mode contribution separately.
Displacements were obtained by displacing each mode with the maximum value for
each temperature-dependent eigenvector. While this implementation deviates from
the proper anharmonic approach, where the phonon modes are fully coupled, the
phonon anharmonicity is still implicitly included in the finite-temperature phonon
eigenvectors. Phonon mode contributions obtained with numerical differentiation
around 300 K and 400 K using ∆T of 40 K are reported mode by mode in Table
6.1.

Table 6.1: Contributions of the optical A1 modes to the primary pyroelectric
coefficient of tetragonal BaTiO3 at 300 K and 400 K obtained from displacements
at maximum value for each temperature-dependent eigenvector.

Mode contribution 300 K 400 K
Mode 6 (A1) p (µC m-2 K-1) 237 -201
Mode 12 (A1) p (µC m-2 K-1) -155 -158
Mode 15 (A1) p (µC m-2 K-1) 53 64
Total p (µC m-2 K-1) 135 -295

The positive value for the primary pyroelectric coefficient obtained at 300 K
can be explained by the behaviour of mode 6, as the direction of the associated
displacement is reversed between 300 K and 400 K. Likewise, the positive value
arising from the contribution of mode 15 is of interest, albeit the value is small in
nature. The modes 12 and mode 6 can be concluded to be the main contributors
to the primary pyroelectric coefficient. In general, the values are correct in their
magnitude, with the value at 400 K in good agreement with the reported experi-
mental value of -260 µC m-2 K-1 at 300 K for the primary pyroelectric coefficient
[2]. While the value for 300 K is not exactly in line with experimental results, the
mode-specific contributions from the optical A1 modes are still in line with pre-
vious theoretical studies on the modes contributing to spontaneous polarization
in BaTiO3 [198] and symmetry-dependency of pyroelectricity from first-principles
[7, 166]. This methodology likewise fails to take into account the increase in the
value of the pyroelectric coefficient at the phase transition points, with especially
the ferroelectric-to-paraelectric transition at the Tc of 393 K expected to increase
the value of the pyroelectric coefficient.
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6.3 Properties of BaTiO3 and SrTiO3 perovskite
phases

6.3.1 BaTiO3

The studied BaTiO3 polymorphs and their relative energetics, largest imaginary
frequencies at Γ point from the harmonic frequency calculations and spontaneous
polarization via Berry phase calculation are summarized in Table 6.2. To com-
plement the energy comparison, additional BaTiO3 structures optimized hypo-
thetically in the tetragonal SrTiO3 structure (I 4/mcm) and the high-temperature
hexagonal polymorph (P63/mmc) are included. The optimized structures are in-
cluded in Appendix A in CIF format.

Table 6.2: Summary of the studied known and hypothetical (Hyp.) BaTiO3 poly-
morphs, their relative energies, largest Γ point harmonic imaginary frequencies at
0 K, and spontaneous polarization of the ferroelectric phases.

Structure Z ∆E (kJ/mol/Z ) img. mode (cm-1) Ps (C/m2))
R3m [47] 1 0.00 0 0.46
Amm2 [47] 1 0.60 -105 -0.45
P4mm [47] 1 1.48 -167 -0.25
Hyp. I 4/mcm 2 5.10 -258 -
Pm3m [46] 1 4.99 -255 -
P63/mmc [240] 6 6.16 -148 -

While the rhombohedral structure did not show imaginary frequencies at the
Γ point in either the harmonic frequency calculations or the phonon dispersions
obtained with Phonopy, the lowest phonon mode exhibited a slight imaginary
frequency next to the Γ point along the q-path in reciprocal space, which persisted
in the phonon dispersions even with the increase of supercell size and testing with
QE and PBE-USPP level of theory. The previously reported phonon dispersion
for the rhombohedral phase using LDA [241] does not show such a small imaginary
frequency near Γ, so it is possible that the erroneous behaviour arises from the
used exchange-correlation functonal or basis set.

The absolute values for spontaneous polarization for BaTiO3 (0.46 C/m2 for
rhombohedral, -0.45 C/m2 for orthorhombic and -0.25 C/m2 for tetragonal) in
Table 6.2 obtained with Berry phase calculations are in agreement with the pre-
vious experimental and computational results reported in 4.1, albeit the value
for the orthorhombic and rhombohedral phases are overestimated. The value for
the rhombohedral phase is likewise shown to be overestimated by the LDA and
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effective Hamiltonian methods previously employed [202, 207]. However, the di-
rection of the polarization seems to change between the structures, as the values
are negative for the orthorhombic and tetragonal structure but positive for the
rhombohedral one.

6.3.2 SrTiO3

The studied SrTiO3 polymorphs and their relative energetics and largest imaginary
frequencies at Γ point from the harmonic frequency calculations are summarized in
Table 6.3. To complement the comparison, in addition to the two known SrTiO3

polymorphs, SrTiO3 was also optimized using hypothetical structures based on
the known BaTiO3 polymorphs. A further hypothetical structure in space group
Cc was obtained by distorting the tetragonal SrTiO3 structure (I 4/mcm) along
its imaginary vibrations from the harmonic frequency calculations. The optimized
structures are included in Appenix A in CIF format.

Table 6.3: Summary of the studied known and hypothetical (Hyp.) SrTiO3 poly-
morphs, their relative energies and largest Γ point harmonic imaginary frequencies
at 0 K

Structure Z ∆E (kJ/mol/Z ) img. mode (cm-1)
Hyp. Cc 2 0.00 0
Hyp. R3m 1 0.02 0
Hyp. Amm2 1 0.25 -41
Hyp. P4mm 1 0.16 -84
I 4/mcm [242] 2 0.70 -138
Pm3m [243] 1 0.73 -138
Hyp. P63/mmc 6 23.41 -88

While the structure using the rhombohedral space group R3m was found to
not exhibit an imaginary frequency at the Γ point, the phonon dispersion obtained
from Phonopy calculations showed imaginary frequencies at other points along the
q-path in reciprocal space. The monoclinic structure obtained from distorting the
tetragonal SrTiO3 polymorph was found to not exhibit any imaginary frequencies
at the Γ point, and a phonon dispersion obtained in QE with PBE/USPP level of
theory showed no imaginary frequencies along the q-path. The phonon dispersion
of the hypothetical 0 K structure Cc is presented in Figure 6.12.

In accordance with the description of the structure below the antiferrodistortive
transition [211, 212], there is marked rotation of the Ti octahedra in the optimized
structure. The resulting structure is still however polar. The result is interesting
for the further study of ferroelectric and non-ferroelectric perovskites at 0 K, as
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Figure 6.12: The 0 K phonon dispersion for the hypothetical monoclinic SrTiO3

polymorph in space group Cc using the high-symmetry q-path of the known tetrag-
onal body-centered polymorph in space group I 4/mcm and the non-analytical
correction by Gonze [149].

no previous reported study of a 0 K structure obtained by distortion along the
imaginary frequency with DFT-PBE0 level of theory is known, albeit the antifer-
rodistortive phase of SrTiO3 remains a very relevant and constantly studied topic
[213]. Structural modifications of SrTiO3 are likewise interesting for their potential
in pyroelectric applications [45, 214].
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Conclusions

In this thesis an entirely new methodology towards studying pyroelectricity is re-
ported. This approach using self-consistent phonon calculations and temperature-
dependent mode-specific displacements allows for the extraction of information on
the interlinked contributions of temperature, symmetry, and phonon modes in an
entirely new way compared to both the previous molecular dynamics and lattice
dynamics approaches. The tetragonal BaTiO3 phase is succesfully used as a proto-
typical test system, and the information on its pyroelectric coefficient and phonon
mode contributions arising from the optical A1 modes to pyroelectricity are in line
with previous observations.

However, more knowledge on the changes of the displacement and polarization
directions are still needed to entirely understand the results, and especially the
abrupt changes of the value of the mode 6 contribution from positive to negative
when moving from 300 K to 400 K. After properly understanding the behaviour of
tetragonal BaTiO3, the orthorhombic and rhombohedral phases would be natural
choices to test the behaviour of SCPH in systems with lower symmetry. The full
SCPH study of the BaTiO3 would allow for the extraction of other interesting
properties in addition to the displacements used to model pyroelectricity, such as
phase transition temperatures. After these, other prototypical perovskite ferro-
electrics such as the extensively studied KNbO3 and PbTiO3 would be interesting
test systems to understand the differences in the phonon mode contributions when
comparing the results with BaTiO3.

In even longer term the implementation of a CRYSTAL interface for ALAM-
ODE would enable calculations with hybrid DFT for increased accuracy for d -
metal containing systems, and link the methodology with the study of piezoelec-
tricity at the same level of theory. As the computational methodology is already
based on a supercell approach, it would be highly suited for the study of various
perovskite solid solutions that show promise as lead-free high-performance pyro-
electrics for various applications, as covered in Chapter 2. The possibility of phase

73
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transition temperature prediction with SCPH would also be highly relevant later
for investigating the Tc of new pyroelectrics. Computational tweaking of dopants
and cation ratios and comparing their contributions to the primary pyroelectric co-
efficient could pave a way for a modelling-assisted discovery route towards entirely
new pyroelectric materials for energy-harvesting and catalysis.
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Appendix A

Optimized geometries

BaTiO3 polymorphs

Structures of the studied BaTiO3 polymorphs optimized with DFT-PBE0 method
in CIF format.

Cubic BaTiO3

data_findsym-output
_audit_creation_method FINDSYM

_cell_length_a 3.9848418200
_cell_length_b 3.9848418200
_cell_length_c 3.9848418200
_cell_angle_alpha 90.0000000000
_cell_angle_beta 90.0000000000
_cell_angle_gamma 90.0000000000

_symmetry_space_group_name_H-M "P 4/m -3 2/m"
_symmetry_Int_Tables_number 221
_space_group.reference_setting ’221:-P 4 2 3’
_space_group.transform_Pp_abc a,b,c;0,0,0

loop_
_space_group_symop_id
_space_group_symop_operation_xyz
1 x,y,z
2 x,-y,-z
3 -x,y,-z

90
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4 -x,-y,z
5 y,z,x
6 y,-z,-x
7 -y,z,-x
8 -y,-z,x
9 z,x,y
10 z,-x,-y
11 -z,x,-y
12 -z,-x,y
13 -y,-x,-z
14 -y,x,z
15 y,-x,z
16 y,x,-z
17 -x,-z,-y
18 -x,z,y
19 x,-z,y
20 x,z,-y
21 -z,-y,-x
22 -z,y,x
23 z,-y,x
24 z,y,-x
25 -x,-y,-z
26 -x,y,z
27 x,-y,z
28 x,y,-z
29 -y,-z,-x
30 -y,z,x
31 y,-z,x
32 y,z,-x
33 -z,-x,-y
34 -z,x,y
35 z,-x,y
36 z,x,-y
37 y,x,z
38 y,-x,-z
39 -y,x,-z
40 -y,-x,z
41 x,z,y
42 x,-z,-y
43 -x,z,-y
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44 -x,-z,y
45 z,y,x
46 z,-y,-x
47 -z,y,-x
48 -z,-y,x

loop_
_atom_site_label
_atom_site_type_symbol
_atom_site_symmetry_multiplicity
_atom_site_Wyckoff_label
_atom_site_fract_x
_atom_site_fract_y
_atom_site_fract_z
_atom_site_occupancy
Ba1 Ba 1 a 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000
Ti1 Ti 1 b 0.50000 0.50000 0.50000 1.00000
O1 O 3 c 0.00000 0.50000 0.50000 1.00000

# end of cif

Tetragonal BaTiO3

data_findsym-output
_audit_creation_method FINDSYM

_cell_length_a 3.9692610400
_cell_length_b 3.9692610400
_cell_length_c 4.0918986200
_cell_angle_alpha 90.0000000000
_cell_angle_beta 90.0000000000
_cell_angle_gamma 90.0000000000

_symmetry_space_group_name_H-M "P 4 m m"
_symmetry_Int_Tables_number 99
_space_group.reference_setting ’099:P 4 -2’
_space_group.transform_Pp_abc a,b,c;0,0,0

loop_
_space_group_symop_id
_space_group_symop_operation_xyz
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1 x,y,z
2 -x,-y,z
3 -y,x,z
4 y,-x,z
5 -x,y,z
6 x,-y,z
7 y,x,z
8 -y,-x,z

loop_
_atom_site_label
_atom_site_type_symbol
_atom_site_symmetry_multiplicity
_atom_site_Wyckoff_label
_atom_site_fract_x
_atom_site_fract_y
_atom_site_fract_z
_atom_site_occupancy
Ba1 Ba 1 a 0.00000 0.00000 0.00644 1.00000
Ti1 Ti 1 b 0.50000 0.50000 0.52487 1.00000
O1 O 1 b 0.50000 0.50000 -0.03204 1.00000
O2 O 2 c 0.50000 0.00000 0.48531 1.00000

# end of cif

Orthorhombic BaTiO3

data_findsym-output
_audit_creation_method FINDSYM

_cell_length_a 3.9586945500
_cell_length_b 5.7046675847
_cell_length_c 5.7370612321
_cell_angle_alpha 90.0000000000
_cell_angle_beta 90.0000000000
_cell_angle_gamma 90.0000000000

_symmetry_space_group_name_H-M "A m m 2"
_symmetry_Int_Tables_number 38
_space_group.reference_setting ’038:A 2 -2’
_space_group.transform_Pp_abc a,b,c;0,0,0
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loop_
_space_group_symop_id
_space_group_symop_operation_xyz
1 x,y,z
2 -x,-y,z
3 x,-y,z
4 -x,y,z
5 x,y+1/2,z+1/2
6 -x,-y+1/2,z+1/2
7 x,-y+1/2,z+1/2
8 -x,y+1/2,z+1/2

loop_
_atom_site_label
_atom_site_type_symbol
_atom_site_symmetry_multiplicity
_atom_site_Wyckoff_label
_atom_site_fract_x
_atom_site_fract_y
_atom_site_fract_z
_atom_site_occupancy
Ba1 Ba 2 a 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00500 1.00000
Ti1 Ti 2 b 0.50000 0.00000 0.47960 1.00000
O1 O 2 a 0.00000 0.00000 0.51476 1.00000
O2 O 4 e 0.50000 0.25736 0.76801 1.00000

# end of cif

Rhombohderal BaTiO3

data_findsym-output
_audit_creation_method FINDSYM

_cell_length_a 5.6699685701
_cell_length_b 5.6699685701
_cell_length_c 6.9906459744
_cell_angle_alpha 90.0000000000
_cell_angle_beta 90.0000000000
_cell_angle_gamma 120.0000000000
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_symmetry_space_group_name_H-M "R 3 m (hexagonal axes)"
_symmetry_Int_Tables_number 160
_space_group.reference_setting ’160:R 3 -2"’
_space_group.transform_Pp_abc a,b,c;0,0,0

loop_
_space_group_symop_id
_space_group_symop_operation_xyz
1 x,y,z
2 -y,x-y,z
3 -x+y,-x,z
4 -y,-x,z
5 x,x-y,z
6 -x+y,y,z
7 x+1/3,y+2/3,z+2/3
8 -y+1/3,x-y+2/3,z+2/3
9 -x+y+1/3,-x+2/3,z+2/3
10 -y+1/3,-x+2/3,z+2/3
11 x+1/3,x-y+2/3,z+2/3
12 -x+y+1/3,y+2/3,z+2/3
13 x+2/3,y+1/3,z+1/3
14 -y+2/3,x-y+1/3,z+1/3
15 -x+y+2/3,-x+1/3,z+1/3
16 -y+2/3,-x+1/3,z+1/3
17 x+2/3,x-y+1/3,z+1/3
18 -x+y+2/3,y+1/3,z+1/3

loop_
_atom_site_label
_atom_site_type_symbol
_atom_site_symmetry_multiplicity
_atom_site_Wyckoff_label
_atom_site_fract_x
_atom_site_fract_y
_atom_site_fract_z
_atom_site_occupancy
Ba1 Ba 3 a 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00162 1.00000
Ti1 Ti 3 a 0.00000 0.00000 0.48390 1.00000
O1 O 9 b 0.49661 0.50339 0.01534 1.00000
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# end of cif

SrTiO3 polymorphs

Structures of the studied SrTiO3 polymorphs optimized with DFT-PBE0 method
in CIF format.

Cubic SrTiO3

data_findsym-output
_audit_creation_method FINDSYM

_cell_length_a 3.9043979300
_cell_length_b 3.9043979300
_cell_length_c 3.9043979300
_cell_angle_alpha 90.0000000000
_cell_angle_beta 90.0000000000
_cell_angle_gamma 90.0000000000

_symmetry_space_group_name_H-M "P 4/m -3 2/m"
_symmetry_Int_Tables_number 221
_space_group.reference_setting ’221:-P 4 2 3’
_space_group.transform_Pp_abc a,b,c;0,0,0

loop_
_space_group_symop_id
_space_group_symop_operation_xyz
1 x,y,z
2 x,-y,-z
3 -x,y,-z
4 -x,-y,z
5 y,z,x
6 y,-z,-x
7 -y,z,-x
8 -y,-z,x
9 z,x,y
10 z,-x,-y
11 -z,x,-y
12 -z,-x,y
13 -y,-x,-z
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14 -y,x,z
15 y,-x,z
16 y,x,-z
17 -x,-z,-y
18 -x,z,y
19 x,-z,y
20 x,z,-y
21 -z,-y,-x
22 -z,y,x
23 z,-y,x
24 z,y,-x
25 -x,-y,-z
26 -x,y,z
27 x,-y,z
28 x,y,-z
29 -y,-z,-x
30 -y,z,x
31 y,-z,x
32 y,z,-x
33 -z,-x,-y
34 -z,x,y
35 z,-x,y
36 z,x,-y
37 y,x,z
38 y,-x,-z
39 -y,x,-z
40 -y,-x,z
41 x,z,y
42 x,-z,-y
43 -x,z,-y
44 -x,-z,y
45 z,y,x
46 z,-y,-x
47 -z,y,-x
48 -z,-y,x

loop_
_atom_site_label
_atom_site_type_symbol
_atom_site_symmetry_multiplicity
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_atom_site_Wyckoff_label
_atom_site_fract_x
_atom_site_fract_y
_atom_site_fract_z
_atom_site_occupancy
Sr1 Sr 1 a 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000
Ti1 Ti 1 b 0.50000 0.50000 0.50000 1.00000
O1 O 3 c 0.00000 0.50000 0.50000 1.00000

# end of cif

Tetragonal SrTiO3

data_findsym-output
_audit_creation_method FINDSYM

_cell_length_a 5.5146132446
_cell_length_b 5.5146132446
_cell_length_c 7.8207075833
_cell_angle_alpha 90.0000000000
_cell_angle_beta 90.0000000000
_cell_angle_gamma 90.0000000000

_symmetry_space_group_name_H-M "I 4/m 2/c 2/m"
_symmetry_Int_Tables_number 140
_space_group.reference_setting ’140:-I 4 2c’
_space_group.transform_Pp_abc a,b,c;0,0,0

loop_
_space_group_symop_id
_space_group_symop_operation_xyz
1 x,y,z
2 x,-y,-z+1/2
3 -x,y,-z+1/2
4 -x,-y,z
5 -y,-x,-z+1/2
6 -y,x,z
7 y,-x,z
8 y,x,-z+1/2
9 -x,-y,-z
10 -x,y,z+1/2
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11 x,-y,z+1/2
12 x,y,-z
13 y,x,z+1/2
14 y,-x,-z
15 -y,x,-z
16 -y,-x,z+1/2
17 x+1/2,y+1/2,z+1/2
18 x+1/2,-y+1/2,-z
19 -x+1/2,y+1/2,-z
20 -x+1/2,-y+1/2,z+1/2
21 -y+1/2,-x+1/2,-z
22 -y+1/2,x+1/2,z+1/2
23 y+1/2,-x+1/2,z+1/2
24 y+1/2,x+1/2,-z
25 -x+1/2,-y+1/2,-z+1/2
26 -x+1/2,y+1/2,z
27 x+1/2,-y+1/2,z
28 x+1/2,y+1/2,-z+1/2
29 y+1/2,x+1/2,z
30 y+1/2,-x+1/2,-z+1/2
31 -y+1/2,x+1/2,-z+1/2
32 -y+1/2,-x+1/2,z

loop_
_atom_site_label
_atom_site_type_symbol
_atom_site_symmetry_multiplicity
_atom_site_Wyckoff_label
_atom_site_fract_x
_atom_site_fract_y
_atom_site_fract_z
_atom_site_occupancy
Sr1 Sr 4 b 0.00000 0.50000 0.25000 1.00000
Ti1 Ti 4 c 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000
O1 O 4 a 0.00000 0.00000 0.25000 1.00000
O2 O 8 h 0.73351 0.23351 0.00000 1.00000

# end of cif
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Hypothetical 0 K monoclinic SrTiO3

data_findsym-output
_audit_creation_method FINDSYM

_cell_length_a 9.5758780446
_cell_length_b 5.5311207209
_cell_length_c 5.5472336200
_cell_angle_alpha 90.0000000000
_cell_angle_beta 125.4007910381
_cell_angle_gamma 90.0000000000

_symmetry_space_group_name_H-M "C 1 c 1"
_symmetry_Int_Tables_number 9
_space_group.reference_setting ’009:C -2yc’
_space_group.transform_Pp_abc a,b,c;0,0,0

loop_
_space_group_symop_id
_space_group_symop_operation_xyz
1 x,y,z
2 x,-y,z+1/2
3 x+1/2,y+1/2,z
4 x+1/2,-y+1/2,z+1/2

loop_
_atom_site_label
_atom_site_type_symbol
_atom_site_symmetry_multiplicity
_atom_site_Wyckoff_label
_atom_site_fract_x
_atom_site_fract_y
_atom_site_fract_z
_atom_site_occupancy
Sr1 Sr 4 a 0.24867 0.24988 0.50608 1.00000
Ti1 Ti 4 a 0.49454 0.24889 0.25629 1.00000
O1 O 4 a 0.25858 0.25882 -0.00312 1.00000
O2 O 4 a 0.00300 0.48449 0.47538 1.00000
O3 O 4 a 0.01207 0.01742 0.01705 1.00000

# end of cif
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